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SeventKernimeters
■ SSEWCW/FM & AM
Built In DSP
Tracking for satellite iiperation
Full duplex erossband operation
Voice announcement
• IF Shift
Built In Keyer
12019K6 Ready
CTCSS built in
• New 'cool blue display
Optional external Auto ATU
Keypad entry with iderit for blind
operators on 5
■ Only a little larger than the FT900
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DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 1 MAY
CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly In DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".

Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for
overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July 1st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Newsletter: This Newsletter is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to
the Newsletter Editor (address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in
the Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

CDXC Web site:

Idtp://wwwCDXC.org.uk

CDXC CLOTHING

:AMP

Field Head, Leconfield Road, Leconfield
Beverley, East Yorkshire HU17 7LU
Telephone 01964 550921
1,00/24 ,1 =

Fax 01964 550921

We are now able to offer a range of high quality CDXC clothing, which contain an embroidered CDXC logo and your callsign,
also embroidered. The quality of the clothing is exceptional, as those who have seen it will testify. We have standardised on navy

caw,

and the remainder of the logo text in gold. Your callsign will be in red. I have arranged
blue as the colour, with a red
with the supplier, Aquarian, that you may order direct from them. Prices include your callsign (except ties, which do not carry a
callsign). Additional lines of text may be added at extra cost. Please note that postage charges listed are to UK addresses. Please
contact Aquarian direct for postage charges to other countries.
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SIZE

PRICE

Polycotton Raglan Sleeve

762M

Children's Sweatshirts
Collared Sweatshirts

Polycotton Raglan Sleeve
Acrylic/Cotton

7626
WH6

Heavyweight Sweatshirts

Cotton 80%, Poly 20%

162M

Polo Shirts

Jerzee Lightweight

539M

Polo Shirts
Children's Polo Shirt
'T' Shirts
'V' Neck Pullover

Trakman Heavyweight
Jerzee Lightweight
Heavyweight 100% Cotton
Lambswool

539B
363M
#675

'V' Neck Pullover

Super Acryllic

#673

Crew Neck Pullover
Crew Neck Pullover
Bomber Jacket

Lambswool
Super Acrylic

#665
#663
MA1

S, M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL, XXL
S, M, L, XL
XXL
M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
22" to 34"
M, L, XL, XXL
36" to 48"
50"
36" to 48"
50"
36" to 48 °
36" to 48"
S, M, L, XL, XXL
XXXL. XXXXL

£20.00
E21.00
£15.50
£22.00
£23.00
£23.00
£24.00
£19.00
£20.00
£19.50
£14.50
£16.00
£30.00
£32.00
£23.50
£25.50
£30.00
E23.50
E38.50
£41.00
£13.25
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RANGER 811H
The RANGER 81111 is our NEW economical amplifier
with excellent value for money.
It will give over 800 watts 0/P with any 100W transceiver.
The 811 was originally used in the very popular Collins 30LI but in those
days used the RCA811. Now Svetlana produce the 811A which is a very
robust triode and with four in parallel give nearly the same power as a pair of
3-500Z. The replacement price of a 811 A is only around £25 so even if one
gives up it will not break the bank!

RANGER 811H
Using 4 vertically-mounted 811A triodes from Svetlana.
Features:• 10-160m with individual 0/P switching
on all hands, including 12, 17 & 30m.
• Soft-start fitted as standard
• Front panel adjustable ALC
• New specially designed toroidal
transformer by S.I.G.A. Electronics

The amplifier is built to last many years and nothing has been
compromised. Compare the imported models and check for

value for money.
expect the first models to be available by the end of February.
Please send for more details and specifications.
We

Congratulations to GI7J and GIOUJG on their successes in the 1997
IOTA Contest using amplifiers by Linear Amp UK

Price £895.00
Phone/Fax: 01964 550921
E-mail: peter@linearampuk.u-net.com
Website: http//www.linearampuk.u-net.com

Sweatshirt

Tie

ORDER FORM
PRICE
SIZE
CITY
ITEM
ALL ITEMS NAVY, WITH CDXC LOGO IN RED/GOLD. CALLSIGN IN RED

OFFICE USE ONLY
Date Received

Payment Received

Logo ordered/in stock

Garments ordered

Garments received

Additional text @ £3.00 per line
Sub-Total
P&P £1.75 1 51 item, £1.25 additional items

Note: Bomber jackets £3.50 P&P
CALL SIGN:

Order completed/
Despatched

TOTAL:

AQUARIAN
Quarryhill Cottage
Justinhaugh
By Forfar
Angus, DD8 3TQ
Tel: 01307 860 350
POST CODE Fax: 01307 860 350
TELEPHONE:

YOUR NAME:
ADDRESS:

session lasted 42 minutes with 47 stations
logged. Best DX - KQ2M, UA9MA, ES5Q,
EA9AM, plus lots of Europeans. Remember this is with a handheld scanner and a
432Mhz collinear.

Location Port Isaac. QRA 107000, WAB
SW98 approx 200ft ASL, 30p for the car
park over-looking Tintagel bay. Many stations by now with over 2000 QSO's. In 32
mins another 47 entries go into the log, including VOISA, 4L1DX, K3ZO, EK7DX,
EW1WZ, OHOAM, N3HBX.

Off now to do some shopping and sightseeing. North Cornwall at this time of year is
really unbeatable if the weather is good,
which it was. After lunch and some more
sightseeing I find myself on the cliffs just
north of Newquay at 14:55 UTC.

It was now time for the Brazilian Grand
Prix, so I took the scanner for a walk up on
to the cliffs at Boscastle and spent an hour
or so listing to the race on the local ITV
sound channel whilst doing absolutely
nothing else apart from enjoying the view
and topping up the tan. As the afternoon
wore on I decided to have one more listen to
the contest before returning to the hotel for
dinner.

Location Bedruthan Steps. QRA 107OLL,
WAB SW86 approx 200 ft ASL, National
Trust car park. QRM still wall to wall. This
session I logged 50 stations in 37 mins.
Best DX - S02R, VE3EJ, EA8AH, K5ZD,
KQ2M, YB5QZ, AB2DE, N IRR, KBOC,
WOTM, KU4U, NA2A, KC4ELO, C40M,
K9NW, N8NR.

Location High Cliff, nr Boscastle. QRA
I070QR, WAB SX19, 852ft ASL.. Despite
the contest now being 40hrs old there doesn't seem to be any reduction in the noise.
EA8AH is noted with over 3000 QSO's.
Still plenty of DX to log in this final 49 min
stretch. 46 stations including, EX9A,
SX2T, VE6SV, VA3SK, 41.5A, K 1 AR,
KIK1, NY4A, K5ZD, K4VUD, EW8DX,
SO2R, KU4V, W2ZZ, W6XR, WR4K,
9K2/Y09HP, NK7U, JAIBRK/DU I ,
WB9Z, VE9JK

The sun was still shining, and a cup of tea
and more holiday things beckoned. After a
few more hours enjoying the weather and
the scenery I reached the 3rd and final listening stop for Saturday at 18:00.
Location Condolden Down. QRA 107OPP,
WAB SXO8, 1009 ft ASL, park in a lay-by
at the side of the road. Still lots of activity,
and some stations already with massive
scores. 49 stations logged in 46 mins, and
lots more DX in the log - VO I MP, 4Z4DX,
ZXOF, 7X2DG, WT1L, KQ2M, K5ZD,
WE9V, AA3JU, NBIB, KP3P, WP3X,
NW8C, VE9AA, VA3SK, W9LT,
KB IBQZ, SNOT, K4LM, VU2PAI, ZV8C,
NOIK, WA4ZXA, K4AB, FM5DN.

After several more days of holiday, I returned home and put the tog on the computer. Despite only using a hand held scanner and a 432Mhz antenna stuck on the boot
lid of the car, 239 entries went into the log
in just 210 mins of listening, comprising
203 different stations with 171 different prefixes, in all continents except Australasia.
Just imagine what could have been done if I
could have been bothered to take the 85000
or the ICR8500.

Time to go back to the hotel and get
changed and ready for Dinner. A few beers
on the patio first, watching the Hale-Bopp
comet, and generally letting the world go
by. Sure beats working for a living.

This expedition was definitely done on the
cheap. Expenses were almost nil, as I was
on holiday there anyway, the weather was
perfect for sitting in the car with the windows and roof open enjoying the fresh air,
and my only specific expense was a new
fuse for the scanner's l2v power lead.

Weather wise Sunday was a repeat of the
previous few days, lots of sun and clear blue
skies. Spent the morning generally doing
nothing but enjoying the sights. After lunch
I decided to have another listen on 20.
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This edition was put together in rather a panic following the Spratly Dxpedition. Because
of the limited editorial time available it was not possible to carry out the usual degree of
proof reading, just a run through Word for Windows' spellchecker. Any typos are regretted.
Due to editorial holidays the next issue will also be late. Please adhere strictly to the deadline printed on the front cover so that the issue may be completed rapidly thereafter.
A great deal more input is needed from members. If it had not been for coverage of
Spratly this issue would have had only around 20 pages... Where has everyone gone?
ERRATA: Automatic antenna selection for the Yaesu range of transceivers. Unfortunately
there was an error in the circuit diagram in this article in the last issue of the CDXC
Newsletter. Diodes DI to DS were reversed in the diagram. They should be connected in
the opposite way to that shown - i.e. with the cathodes connected together.

IRIS COLVIN, W6QL - SILENT REV
Special Bulletin 2 ARLX002
From ARRL Headquarters, Newington CT February 23, 1998
To all radio amateurs
ARLX002 Iris Colvin, W6QL, SK
The other half of the world-famous Colvin DXpedition team, Iris Colvin, W6QL, of Richmond,
California, died February 18 at her home. She was 83. Iris Colvin was first licensed in 1945 as
W6DOD. She and her late husband, Lloyd Colvin, W6KG, travelled the world between the
1960s and the early 1990s, operating from more than 100 rare DXCC countries. Lloyd Colvin
died in 1993. The couple had been married for 55 years.
The Colvins racked up more than a million contacts over the years and amassed one of the largest QSL collections in the world—more than a half million cards at last count. The collection is
said to have occupied an entire room in the Colvins' home.
The ARRL Board of Directors recognised the Colvin's contributions to international goodwill by
naming them Amateur Radio Ambassadors of the Decade 1980-1990. The Colvin Award was
established in 1994 from the proceeds of an endowment set up by Lloyd Colvin that named the
ARRL as a beneficiary. The Award disburses grants to support ham radio projects that promote
international goodwill in the field of DX. Among others, the Colvin Award has helped to fund
the second World Radiosport Team Championship in 1996 and the VKOIR Heard Island DXpedition in 1997.
Iris Colvin was a Charter Life Member of the ARRL and a life member and past president of the
Northern California DX Club. She also was on the DXCC Honor Roll and was inducted into the
CW DX Hall of Fame in 1976.

IRIS COLVIN
I am saddened to report the death of Iris Colvin, W6QL on Wednesday, February 18th. No
details presently are available other than that she died peacefully at her home in Richmond,
CA.
Iris was renown as a prolific DXpeditioner, and along with her late husband Lloyd, W6KG,
activated many of the world's rarest DXCC locations. She and Lloyd also were avid QSLers
and boasted the world's largest collection of cards – all alphabetized and filed in cabinets
which occupied an entire room in their home. Iris was a member of DXCC Honor Roll, president of the Yasme Foundation and a past president of the Northern California DX Club. She
was inducted into the CQ DX Hall of Fame in November 1976. With her passing, we have
lost both a friend and one of the true giants of amateur radio.
Rusty, W6OAT

God Bless you Iris. The days of YASME were truly the Golden Days of DXing.....+
4

In 1997, WPX occurred at Easter, and as I
was going to take a few days break in
Cornwall, I thought that I would have to
miss the contest. However a trip to PAO a
few weeks earlier, when I had taken a radio,
prompted me to take the radio with me to
Cornwall. The primary purpose of the trip
was still holiday, but if the weather, time,
conditions and inclination all coincided, I
would at least do some listening.

NCDC being very sneaky, had programmed
the machines to accept this and issue a ticket
only for the required period. Thus at Easter,
30p would pay for a day, but 70p would
only pay for an hour!
Back to the story
[ decided to have a quick listen on 14 Mhz
to see what was happening. My car is only a
two seater, with a small boot, so I had very
little room for gear. I actually used my
MVT7100 scanner with a 70cms (yes
432Mhz) 3 x 5/8 collinear. I was quite surprised to find TS2A testing ready for the
contest at 59++. Everything was looking
good.

Good Friday dawned bright and sunny - a
good omen perhaps. After a quick wash and
brush up I loaded the car and set off at
07:00. 320 miles later, and despite being
held up by two accidents on the M5, (and
spilling half my breakfast down a new
sweatshirt) I arrived at my destination in
time for lunch.

At 18:00 back to the hotel for a few beers
and dinner, and maybe get an early night before the contest (who am I kidding?).

After some refreshment and unpacking, I set
off down the coast a few miles to make the
most of the glorious weather, and do a quick
recee of one possible operating site.

Second Diversion
Small world syndrome strikes again. Sitting
in the bar supping a beer and chatting to a
couple of the other guests.

Diversion No.1
Isn't it amazing how people don't read what
is in front of them, even when they lose out
as a result. I parked in a car park run by
North Cornwall District Council (NCDC).
Because this part of Cornwall has a huge
number of tourists in the Summer, but is
very quiet in Winter, they only charge during the Summer months.

"What are those aerials on your car?" asks
Brian.
"Amateur Radio" says I.
"Do the RSGB still do the morse tests?"
comes the response.
"Yes" says a puzzled me.
"Oh, when I was at Portishead, I used to be
one of the examiners who took the Morse
tests".
"Yes" pipes up his wife, "and my first husband was an Amateur".

The first thing I did was to check the
charges. For 1997 NCDC had decided that
charges would apply from 1st March to the
31st October. The charges ranged from
about 70p for the 1st hour to about £4 all
day. At the bottom of the notice were 2 vital points, (a) the charges were 30p all day
in March and October, and (b) tickets were
transferable to other NCDC car parks on the
day of issue.

Saturday morning dawned as bright and
sunny as the previous day. As previously
mentioned this trip was mainly holiday, but
10:00 UTC found me at the 1st listening
stop.

I put in my 30p and got a ticket valid until
midnight. Most other users didn't read to
the end of the notice, they just saw the
hourly rates and put the correct money in.

Location Beacon Hill Bodmin, QRA
1070PL, WAB SX06, approx 600ft ASL,
free car park. On with the radio - wall to
wall QRM from 14.115Mhz upwards. This

On with the expedition
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square. But equally, there are many cards
which I suspect are generated by computer
after the contest and where the sender really
isn't interested in a reply. Interestingly,
though, I have received a number of
W3LPL QSLs of late - apparently they were
getting lots of complaints that they didn't
QSL, and came to suspect that it might be
adversely affecting their scores because
people who had been snubbed for a card
were no longer working them in contests.
There is no doubt that QSLing can be a
major chore if you are an active contester,
and is a particular issue in the US where the
bureau won't handle cards between US
amateurs. Here in the UK we have less of an
excuse, as the cost of sending a bureau card
is minimal. Of course, there is a time factor
involved as well, although computerlogging has made the QSLing task much
quicker.

CQ WW DX Contest
http://cqww.com/cqww/index.html
JIDX Contest
http://j zap. com/jelcka/j idx/index.html
I've been maintaining these web pages for a
week. So the contents are not plenty yet but
they are official web sites of the contests.
All official announcements will be made on
these web sites first.
Tack Kumagai JEICKA/KHOAM
TEL:81-30-066-6408, FAX:81-423-93-4449
Internet: ielcka@izap.com
http://jzap.com/jelcka/

From JEICKA: Dear contesters
73 Don G3XTT, NKIG

CONTEST CALENDAR
CQ WPX
SP DX
EA RTTY
ROPOCO 1
Japan Int'l, high-bands
Int'l HF Grid locator
King of Spain
UBA Spring Contest
YU DX
SARTG Amtor
EU Sprint
SP DX
Helvetia
ARI Intl DX
Volta RTTY
CQ-M

age /1/a/cf /1/170 Wag

Please add the following URLs to your
Bookmark/HotList!

SSB
0000 Mar 28 - 2400 Mar 29
CW/SSB
1500 Apr 4 - 1500 Apr 5
RTTY
1600 Apr 4 - 1600 Apr 5
CW
0700 Apr 5 - 0900 Apr 5
CW
2300 Apr 10 - 2300 Apr 11
CW/SSB
1200 Apr 11 - 1200 Apr 12
CW/SSB
1800 Apr 11 - 1800 Apr 12
SSB
0700 - 1100 Apr 12
CW/SSB
1200 Apr 18 - 1200 Apr 19
Am tor
Various, Apr 18/19
SSB
1500 - 1859 Apr 18
RTTY
1200 Apr 25 - 1200 Apr 26
SSB/CW
1300 Apr 26 - 1300 Apr 26
SSB/CW/RTTY 2000 May 2 - 2000 May 3
RTTY 1200 May 9 - 1200 May 10
SSB/CW/SSTV 2100 May 9 - 2100 May 10
9MOC, and have been fascinated by the details in the write-ups afterwards. Most of us
however will never be able to take part in
anything remotely like it. We can still have
some fun and operating on a much smaller
scale as the following tale will tell.

CQ WPX 1997- A MINI
EXPEDITION
Mick Toms BRS31976

We have all heard/worked all the big
DXpeditions like VKOIR and, hopefully,
40

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

9MOC
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who supported our DXpedition to
the Spratlys as 9MOC. The story has been
published elsewhere - for me , as the DXpedition leader, this was the experience of a
lifetime.
To lead the largest UK DXpedition ever was
for me a great privilege. We had a wonderful team with outstanding support and by
achieving 65,000+ QSOs in our first ever
effort we have really put CDXC and the UK
on the DXpeditioning map. This is the
fourth largest total ever and second only to
the Heard Is. VKOIR DXpedition for a "fly
in, fly out" operation. To start with the
team:
(* indicates a CDXC member).
Jeff 9H1EL*
Jeff joined the team about six weeks before
D-day. At home on CW, RTTY, or SSB Jeff
had a ball. He was sometimes achieving a
QSO rate of 300 per hour - I have never
seen someone who can run an SSB pileup at
this rate before - and there was also a thank
you at the end of every QSO. Sometimes he
seemed to speak more quickly than I could
think! Jeff received a very special call from
the Sabah licensing authorities 9M6/HIEL.
I am not sure whether he ever aired that call!
Do ask Jeff about the tapai evening!
Ray 9M20M/G3NOM*
As our liaison officer in Kuala Lumpur, the
capital of Malaysia, Ray gave us wonderful
support - he dealt with Jabatan Telekom
Malaysia (JTM) in getting our special call,
with the Malaysian Tourism Promotion

Board (MTPB) in getting their agreement to
sponsor our QSL cards and with the Layang
Layang Resort in negotiating a favourable
deal. Ray is one of those guys who doesn't
seem to sleep. Whenever there was an opportunity Ray would be operating.
Donald 9M6SU
Donald was our liaison officer in Kota Kinabalu the capital of Sabah under whose jurisdiction the Malaysian Spratly islands fall.
Donald worked valiantly to deal with our
many demands - "We all need 9M6 licences", "We need a trawler to deliver the
heavy cases to the island", "Please could
you get us five 40 foot bamboo poles from
the jungle", "How about a press conference
- can we get a Minister there?" Donald gave
us great support and was an invaluable link
in KK.
Don G3OZF*
Known universally as "El Presidento" Don,
John G3WGV and I formed the management team for 9MOC. "A light touch on the
tiller" described our philosophy. Don together with Ray formed our advance party
arriving on the island two days ahead of the
rest of the team. Together they sorted out
the antenna locations, set up the stations and
made sure that the resort was happy with
our plans. Don had for over a year maintained our rapidly growing master inventory
- a thankless task particularly as we needed
to know the source, weight and value of
every item for shipping and insurance purposes. Don, as video king, is putting together a video of much of the 9MOC material. He also lead the RTTY team which
made 2079 QSOs.
Mike G3SED*
Mike was an invaluable sponsor as well as a
team member and helped to obtain all the

TNCs for the DXpedition server from
Timewave AEA and the five HF antennas
from Cushcraft. He also supplied much additional material including 600 metres of
RG214 coax - a double-screened cable used
to feed the LF antennas some 200/300 metres from the stations. Jointly, with Don
G3XTT, Mike coped with continuous 59+
static on top band. They did a superb job
and gave many a new country and the rare
zone 26. They used Beverages, loops and
low dipoles to help reception.
John G3WGV*
John, in addition to being a member of the
management team, was our treasurer (also
known as King Moneybags) and our technology king. In the former capacity John
kept us on the straight and narrow so as to
make sure that the DXpedition was a financial as well as an operational success. John
did a wonderful job as technology king and
designed and maintained our web pages.
The technology role proved to be a very
demanding one. It involved keeping the
DXpedition server running 24 hours a day,
uploading logs to the Internet and downloading reports from the pilots. The server
worked like a dream - there were many totally new developments involved - and on
top of this, John did a great deal of operating, mainly on CW.
Don G3XTT*
Don was our publicity officer and did a
great job with the press releases to the amateur radio press and providing input for our
web pages. This undoubtedly helped us to
raise the profile of the DXpedition. Before
we went we received many requests for LF
operation, for RTTY and for six metres. As
a result we enhanced our antenna farm. Don
did a huge amount of operating on all modes
including RTTY. Of course top band is
Don's real love - just how Don and Mike
copied those signals through 59+ static was
unbelievable but they stuck at it and rarely
slept. When there were antennas to be
moved or further antennas to be built, Don

was always in the thick of it.
Steve G4JVG*
Steve was responsible for three main kingdoms - licensing, sponsorship and propagation. As licensing king he worked closely
with Ray 9M2OM to get us that very special
9MOC call that attracted so much worldwide attention. Steve also worked with
Donald 9M6SU to make sure we all had our
9M6 calls. As sponsorship king Steve did a
great job mailing the many DX associations,
clubs, foundations and societies throughout
the world. He raised a great deal of cash.
Steve's propagation forecasts proved to be
remarkably accurate and of great assistance.
Of course, Steve's real love is SSB. He
could be found at any time of the night or
day somewhere on 10 metres to 80 metres
coping with the huge SSB pileups from
Europe, Japan and North America.
Tony GOOPB*
As our RF king Tony had the unenviable
task of making sure that we kept our 4 to 6
stations running 24 hours a day for the entire 12 day period. The stations were all in
the large conference room at the resort and
thanks to Tony's many filters and strict design criteria everything worked like a
dream. The FT-1000MPs and new totally
automatic VL-1000 linears performed to a
very high specification indeed. One of
Tony's other tasks was to deal with EMC
problems - whatever the problem, Tony
fixed it. TV system, phone system, video,
satellite disk - all were fixed. And on top of
all this Tony did a great deal of operating
mainly on CW. Tony also became an expert
on the side effects of Lariam!
Kazu JA1RJU
Kazu san joined the 9MOC team at the last
moment and we were all very pleased to
have him on board. Kazu had previously
operated from BS7H - Scarborough Reef
and brought 6 metre expertise to our team.
He gave many JAs and several VR2s their

ability to tailor the keying characteristic to
avoid clicks (the 1000MP is by no means
perfect in this regard, especially in QSK
mode). For some contesters the second receiver is important, though others will argue
that it is best to have a completely separate
second station. The disadvantage of the second receiver in the 1000MP is that it can
only be used on the same band. That on the
1000D, with the extra BPF unit added, allows you to monitor other bands.

and-hand market.
Main disadvantages: rather heavy to carry
on expeditions, so we now leave them in
Togo in storage. The dead-display problem
affects some of the older serial numbers, if
they haven't been used for a long while rather disconcerting but they just need
warming through and the problem goes
away. No ready-made computer interface but in multi-multi there's little band or antenna-changing anyway.

Then there is the issue of PC compatibility,
though nowadays the main contesting programs will interface with all the popular
transceiver types, so this shouldn't be a limiting factor.

People are starting to call us dinosaurs for
not upgrading to modem rigs. But we have
won the contest four years running and have
just claimed an all-time continental record proof of the pudding!

What will some next? OH2BH used a new
"black box" computer-controlled radio in
last year's CQWW contests, but apparently
encountered some teething troubles. However, this may be the way of the future, with
everything driven from the keyboard for operator convenience (?).

73 de Roger/G3SXW.
Contest Antennas

Next time I thought it might be interesting
to look at the topic of what makes a decent
antenna set-up for multi-band contesting if
you are limited, as many of us are, to a single tower. Do you go tribander? If so, which
one is favourite? What about the low bands
- low dipoles or verticals for chasing those
points and multipliers? Your thoughts,
please at least two weeks ahead of the main
editorial deadline, to give me time to pull it
all together and still get this column to the
editor in good time.

From G3SXW: Good contesting stuff in
the latest CDXC Newsletter. Well done. Especially good to read from a "beginner".
Very entertaining.
You asked about transceivers. Hope this is
helpful:
I still believe that the faithful old TS930S
remains one of the best CW contest rigs
around. I have one at home and one for
5V7A (CQ WW CW) in Togo.

Contest Stuff on Internet

There have been several hot topics on the
Contest Reflector of late. One of the longest-running was the old one of whether to
respond 100% to QSLs received as a result
of contest activities. K3ZO, at one end of
the spectrum, advocated responding 100%.
Others took the opposite extreme. The arguments go both ways of course - as manager for GOKPW/MxT, I get lots of cards
from hams in the US and elsewhere who
need the card for a new band-slot, especially
on the low bands where they may never
have been able to work G if it wasn't for the
big signal from our 40m Yagi or 80m four-

Main advantages: the front-end and excellent filters (Kenwood or IRC) cope superbly
with the hot end of a pile-up, separating
many strong signals on top of each other.
Familiarity: in multi-multi it is vital that
everyone knows the rig well and can slot
straight in to any operating position. Therefore we have TS930's at all eight stations
with which everyone is very familiar. Reliability - we still have few problems with this
rig. Split-frequency (A/B VFO) works well.
Cheap - about 500 sterling on the U.S. sec-
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a single radio dominated contesting. My
own memories go back to the era of the
Drake C-line, though I never owned one.
Probably the first transceiver to replace the
C-line in the affection of contesters was the
TS-830. I doubt the 830 had the performance of the C-line, but it was more convenient to operate and had reasonable signalhandling capabilities.

space bar as normal.
* Not a lot of practice required (Time is an
important factor to me.)
"The other advantage, and for those checking contest logs, is that if a call is sent from
the paddle the accuracy of the CW is shown
on the screen and printed for all to see.
"Disadvantages
* You have to send accurate CW - if this is
a disadvantage.

first 6 metre QSO with the Spratlys. He patiently awaited the unpredictable openings sometimes two per day. At other times Kazu
worked the pileups on all the HF bands. It
was a real delight seeing a competent JA
operator working a JA pileup - the discipline and rhythm were absolutely remarkable.

turned to bouquets as the DXpedition progressed. Richard G4ZFE* maintained the
European QSO server and Don NI DG did a
similar job in the US. Together these servers
were accessed over 20,000 times. John
G4PDQ* maintained the European PacketCluster server. We are certain that our
DXpedition was considerably enhanced and
that duplicates were minimised thanks to the
work of this team. Martin coined a new law
for DXpeditions - "The number of complaints is proportional to the square of the
distance between the stations concerned and
the DXpedition!"

Vince K5VT

Next came the TS-930, which continues
even after so many years to hold sway with
many top contesters. Indeed, probably the
only functional reason for moving on from
the 930 is the increasing need to have a
computer interface.

* When hunting, this acquisition mode can
be cancelled and you have to use the K/B,
although there is more time to key in the
call.
* To stop the keyer sending CW the command [j has to be sent from the computer - I
use a function key for this. You cannot
override the keyer by pressing the paddle.

There was then a period when some contesters moved to the 940, though it required
a mod. to reduce phase noise in order to be
usable in a contest environment. Others at
this time (the early-80's, I guess) turned to
Omni V and, in some cases, to the IC-765.
Yaesu was out of favour at that time, but
came back with a vengeance, introducing
the FT-1000D round about the time that the
new TS950 was proving something of a disappointment to many contesters. There continues to be debate about whether the 1000D
or its little brother, the 1000MP is the better
contest radio, and I have heard strong views
expressed both ways. It very much seems to
depend on the particular radio you have,
with a certain amount of variability in the
manufacturing. But, either way, Yaesu now
seem to dominate, with the 1000MP gradually being adopted as contest radio of
choice, even by those who previously swore
by Drake, Ten-Tec or whatever.

"I have used John's program in CQWW and
what a relief to be able to press the appropriate key and produce the log without
dupes and saving time - I remember those
long nights writing up the logs.
"I'm surprised there are not more contesters
using this mode, especially those like me
who are a little slow on the keyboard and
still want to be able to have the satisfaction
of sending CW using the paddle.
"There may be better programs for MultiMulti operation with LAN connecting capability but for me it's great. The next project
is to connect the band information from the
new FTIOOOMP to auto change "LOG". Has
it been configured to work with a MP?
"So John and CDXC Thanks - keep updating LOG. I Need it."

Most contesters will say that the key factor
in choice of a contest radio is the receiver. It
should have good signal-handling capabilities in the presence of lots of very strong
contest signals, with a range of filter options
(why do they never fit a IkHz filter?) and,
perhaps, DSP to notch out unwanted carriers
(ideal for phone contests, not much use for
CW). On the transmit side, the trick is good
transmitted audio or, in the case of CW, the

Dave G3RXP
EMail G3RXP@Compuserve.com
Contest Radios

I have received only response to the question about contest radios. Many thanks
Roger, G3SXW. Looking back over the
years, at any one time there has usually been
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Dr. Vince threw himself whole-heartedly
into the DXpedition. He had a terrible journey from Phoenix, Arizona where storms
had disrupted all the flight schedules. Vince
arrived a day late and just in time for a welcome dinner given by the Sabah Amateur
Radio Society. Vince worked the US on
many midnight shifts and also prepared a
paper for presentation to a medical conference in the US during his time off. Another
man who seemed to be able to cope without
sleep! Because of his professional commitments Vince had to leave early. We were
not able to make use of his gynaecological
expertise!

Our Sponsors

We received outstanding support from our
sponsors throughout the world. Barry
G4RKO* of Yaesu UK organised the FT1000Iv1Ps, 4 VL-1000 linears and 2 FT920s. They operated faultlessly and continuously for over 300 hours per station this was a real test for these new linears.
They really came through with flying colours. As for the MP - it is an outstanding
transceiver.

John N2QW/G4DQW *

Martin G4HKS* of Martin Lynch and Son
also gave us invaluable support. We all
wore his T-shirts proudly. Thank you Martin for all the coax, the Heil headsets and
mikes and the financial contribution.

John, joined the team fairly late on and flew
in from New York - just half way round the
world to the Spratlys - and immediately became one of the team. Equally happy with
SSB or CW John ran some huge pileups
particularly on 40 metre SSB. This band is
of course a real challenge at the best of
times but with the forty metre four-square
we could switch Europe on and off with
ease. John just kept working at it - from EU
to NA and back again - peeling off layer
after layer of calling stations. The pileups
seemed never ending and John gave many
their final zone for WAZ on 40.

As mentioned earlier Mike G3SED* of Nevada Communications also gave us outstanding support in organising the Cushcraft
Antennas and the AEA Timewave TNCs.
His support as a sponsor was also invaluable. Mike is to publish our book on DXpeditioning through his company Radio Active
Publications.
Our full list of sponsors will be published
elsewhere in this Newsletter but let me say
thank you to all the CDXC members who
sponsored us. Phil G4JMB/9M6CT, Zorro
JHIAJT and Austin VK5W0 were appointed Lords. Phil also gave us most valuable logistical support in Sabah. The CDXC
Knights were as follows: Herb GOWAZ,

Our Pilots and Servers

Martin G3ZAY* lead our team of pilots
ably supported by Don N1DG and Yoichi
JPINWZ*. Their reports were invaluable
and were read each day with great interest.
It was interesting to see how criticisms
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Victor G3JNB, Tony G3OFW, Carl
G3PEM, Alan G3PMR and Nigel
G4VJM/M.

six articles in the Sabah papers, one of
which was in Chinese.
Gordon Yap of the Sabah Tourism Promotion Board also organised a welcome dinner
and some cultural entertainment, which we
all thoroughly enjoyed. After the DXpedition seven of us visited the Hillview Resort
at Keningau in the central Sabah. We all had
a wonderful and relaxing time and were
very well looked after by Alfons 9M6MU
and his XYL Doris 9M6DU who own this
beautiful resort - a secret hideaway in the
heart of Borneo.

Other CDXC member sponsors included
Bob WB2YQH of The 59(9) DX Report.
Yoichi JP1NWZ arranged a most generous
donation from CQ Ham Radio Magazine of
Japan.
Jabatan Telekom Malaysia (JTM)
Our thanks to Michael Chin of JTM Sabah
who issued us all with our 9M6 licences and
to Norizan Shabaxi of JTM Kuala Lumpur
who allowed us to use that very special
9MOC callsign.

QSLs
Our thanks also to our QSL managers Phil
G3SWH* and Bob BRS32525* who is
dealing with the SWL cards. Their task is
formidable and is only just starting. Steve
G4JVG and Mike G3SED have designed the
card, the printing of which has been sponsored by the Malaysian Tourism Promotion
Board.

Sabah
We received the most excellent support
from many in Sabah and on Pulau Layang
Layang. Donald 9M6SU and his team comprising 9M6HJ, 9M6II and 9M6MN accompanied our 11/2 tons of cases to the island
on a fishing trawler prior to our arrival.
Hassan 9M6MA organised a welcome dinner on behalf of the Sabah Amateur Radio
Society.

To all who worked us, THANK YOU. We
enjoyed putting on the 9MOC show. We
hope you all made the contacts you needed.

Steve and Coralie Steward, the resort managers, gave us a huge amount of support and
were great fun to be with. Roger, the pilot,
did a "fly-by" and waggled the aircraft
wings as we arrived on the island. Innocence helped us nearly every day and repaired our cases. Keg, the Naval Commander on Pulau Layang Layang and his
team, showed great interest in our activities
and helped with some of the antenna farm
erection.

Our final thanks go to our wives and partners who not only let us disappear to the Far
East for over three weeks but who also have
had to put up with our detailed planning activities for well over a year prior to the
DXpedition.

The Karamunsing Hotel looked after us
during our days in Kota Kinabalu and organised a press conference which was attended by the Sabah Minister of Tourism
and Environment YB Tan Sri Datuk Seri
Panglima Bernard G Dompok PSM,
SPGDK, PGDK, JP. We were most appreciative of his comments. We had a good
turnout from the press resulting in around

The CDXC Committee recently agreed to
contribute £200.00 to the Baker and Howland Islands DXpedition (KH1) and a further £200.00 to the Swiss DXpedition
planned for May to St. Brandon (3B7).
These contributions were matched by the
RSGB DXpedition Fund.

To everyone thank you. My apologies to
anyone I may have omitted.
00 00 00000
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ZeZCOVET 00/r
Since the last newsletter CDXC teams have
participated in AFS, both the CW and SSB
sections. In the latter case I had already
made my excuses, but was pressed into
service at the last minute when Don,
G3OZF, had to bring forward an overseas
business trip. I inadvertently started the
contest a couple of kHz below 3730 which
was fine for the first hour or so. However, I
was then subject to abuse by a PA station
complaining that I was preventing him
completing an SSTV QSO. He then proceeded to plant an SSTV carrier right on top
of me. If this is how SSTVers aim to
achieve sympathy for themselves, I suspect
they will find it a long time coming. Back to
CW!

PVT

CW and not rely on a Keyboard.
"Trained as a Merchant Navy radio officer I
found that paper logging wasn't a problem,
and when I learnt that G3FXB used paper
logs, I thought that if it's good enough for
Al then it was certainly good enough for
me. However, I do not know how he coped
with duplicates, especially over 48 hr contests. Actually, that's not true as I do know,
he had a fantastic memory for names and
calls. So I'm stuck, I want to use a logging
problem but don't want to rely on the keyboard for all of the time.
"I obtained John's (G3WGV) program
around five years ago, but for the reasons
above it became mostly a post-event logging
program until I visited Dayton around four
years ago. I was looking at a keyer which
had just come out of development at MFJ,
(Super Menu Driven Memory Keyer). This
Keyer had a ASCII interface at the back. I
then remembered that John's program had a
facility for interfacing with a computer to
input the CW one sent directly into the callsign field (Acquisition Mode). So buying
the pre-production model off the display I
brought it home looking forward to an increase in contest contacts and no dupes.

Anyway, it looks as though the CDXC effort may have netted us third place this year
in the CW leg. I'm not sure about SSB. The
CW "A" team consisted of G3OZF G3XTT
G3RTE G4BUO and G4DJX. GOOPB was
our "B" team! The SSB "A" team was
G4BUO G3RTE and G3XTT. The "B" team
consisted of GOOPB/P and G4JVG. Many
thanks to all for their efforts on behalf of
CDXC.
LOGGING SAN

From G3RXP: "I have just received the
January edition of the Newsletter and it reminded me that I should have answered
your request for information on Contest
S/W, so here is the method I use and the
reasons.

"The laptop connects to the keyer which in
turn connects to the rig; it is the keyer that is
the CW generator, i.e. There is no direct
connection between laptop and rig. This enables the paddle and the function keys on
the laptop to be used in turn.

"I have not been a user of logging S/W for
that long, mainly because an early try
proved a disaster- completely dyslexic when
Keyboards are used, causing frustration for
me and the person at the other end, who
probably thought I was pirate. The other
main reason and probably the most important thing to me was that I didn't want to
give up the paddle, I still wanted to send

"The advantages in using LOG in this way
are:
* I can still use the paddle
* It has all the advantages of contest logging
S/W
* You can still use the function keys when
condx are slack, CQ's etc. Once the callsign
has been sent, the program then continues to
send RST and ser no , with the press of the
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vided details of usage of the 3750-3900 kHz
band over some years and the trends in licensing in this sector.

Wardlaw VK3ADW, and Roger Harrison
VK2ZRH. Nine staff from the various relevant sections of the SMA attended, and the
meeting was chaired by Fred Gengaroli, the
manager of SMA Technical Services, Customer Services Group.

As the Australian Radiofrequency Spectrum
Plan is to be reviewed over coming months,
with a view to publishing an updated version early next year, the next move for the
WIA is to discuss the proposal at the Radiocommunications Consultative Council
(RCC). David Wardlaw VK3ADW is the
WIA's representative on the RCC.

80m DX WINDOW. Further work on the
WIA's proposal to expand the 6 kHz window had been done since the draft was presented to the SMA at the previous WIASMA meeting on 30 November, last year.
This work addressed concerns expressed by
the SMA last year about potential interference problems, and feedback from users of
the 80m DX window. In addition, the SMA
requested further background on history and
usage of the DX window. Roger Harrison
gave a presentation on the updated proposal,
including results of a propagation study
which showed that the interference potential
between amateurs and primary licensees
would be very low as it is not proposed to
share the proposed expanded band during
business hours. This study showed that the
originally proposed time for usage by amateurs could be extended to 0830 hours local
time, from 0700.

Drafts of the Beacon and Repeater Technical Licence Specifications were sent to the
WIA in June, shortly before the SMA
meeting and the matter was discussed in
Canberra. While several minor points were
resolved, issues concerning the control of
beacons and repeaters, and connection to the
public telecommunications network, which
have been the subject of discussion at previous WIA-SMA meetings, were again discussed at length.
ISLES of SCILLY IOTA EU 011
The Taunton & District ARC (TADARC)
will be activating St Marys, Isles of Scilly
with the Special Call GBOSM dring the period 25 April to 2 May 1998. Four operators plan to maintain a 24 hours operation.
With Icom 1C737A, IC725 I-IF Transceivers
on 160 to 10 metres they will be using
R7000 Vertical, wire dipoles and long wire
antennas for CW and SSB modes. A VHF
transceiver and 3 element 6 metres beam
will also be used if VHF conditions are favourable.
-

In summary, the updated 80m DX window
proposal submits that Australian amateurs
be permitted to use an allocation of 37603900 kHz on a secondary basis, between the
hours 1700-0830 local time Mondays to
Thursdays, and from 1700 on Fridays
through to 0830on Mondays. In addition,
the WIA proposes that Intermediate licensees get access to the expanded band and
3750-3760 kHz be permitted for amateur
emergency service (WICEN) use during
notified emergencies, with 3760 kHz lower
sideband reserved for non-emergency nets
and exercises.

QSL via the buro or Direct via G3WNI Bill
Lindsay-Smith, Way Close, Hemyock,
Cullompton EX15 3QY, England. Buro
QSLs can also be obtained by Email to

Len Bray from the SMA gave a presentation
which outlined the 3.5-4 MHz segment allocations in Region 3 and around the world, to
put this part of the spectrum in context as to
its world-wide usage. Mr Bray also pro-

tom@tctaylordemon.co.uk
oo0000000
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Alan Jubb, G3PMR

There is only one place to start this time with the outstanding CDXC 9MOC operation. At 65,558 QSOs, this is the most successful DXpedition of all time to Spratly,
and, according to my calculations, in terms
of sheer number of QSOs made, achieves
fourth in the all-time mega-DXpedition
rankings, as the following table shows:
Call

TECHNICAL LICENCE
SPECIFICATIONS.

cut down on insurance QSOs, although from
some of the Cluster mail, it doesn't seem to
have helped everyone!

SECRETARY'S UPDATE

1.
2.
3.
4.

4JIFS
ZA I A
9MOC
3YOPI

I suppose the most surprising thing to me
was the sheer size of the pile-ups, and the
fact that they went on so late into the
DXpedition.
I'm not a 160m operator these days, but I
understand that Don, G3XTT, and Mike,
G3SED, did an outstanding job on top band
(can we still call it that with the advent of
these new fangled LF bands at 73kHz and
137kHz?), in spite of horrendous levels of
QRN. Hope the eardrums have recovered
chaps!

QSOs
74,495
69,500
65,558
60,000

Anyway, my congratulations to all involved
in this truly outstanding operation - well
done guys! I wonder whether Phil, G3SWH
realised what he was taking on when he accepted the role of QSL Manager? Now the
hard work begins, Phil! Thanks from all of
us for your efforts.

I'm sure that you will agree that this was a
superb effort, which has enhanced the
reputation of CDXC and the individual operators globally. I don't know whether the
team expected to achieve such outstanding
results, but I certainly didn't expect them to
rack up quite that number of QSOs.

I look forward to reading about 9MOC elsewhere in this Newsletter, and, of course,
hearing all about it at the CDXC Dinner.

Propagation on the whole was good - here is
a plot of the SFI, A, and K indices at 2100z
each day of the operation. The only real aberration was the sharp rise in the A index on
February 18th (see chart at end of article)

Next, let me welcome our new members. A
very special welcome goes to Wes Lamboley, W3WL (ex W8FMG), now MOBLA.
Wes was a member of the VKOIR and
XROY DXpedition teams, and is temporarily resident in the UK. Wes will be coming
to the CDXC Dinner on March 21st, so
many of you will have a chance to meet
him.

Personally, I didn't find the 9MOC operation
as exciting as VKOIR a year earlier.
Whether that was due to the fact that Spratly
was not an all time new one, or it was not
such a difficult place to get to, or I wasn't
subscribed to the DX Reflector whatever,
I'm not sure. For some reason, I found
9MOC more difficult to work than VKOIR,
and only made six QSOs, compared to
seven with VKOIR. Still, that in no way detracts from the success of the operation!

Whilst on the subject of CDXC Dinners, the
good news for our northern members is that
this year there will be a CDXC Northern
Dinner. David Whitaker, BRS25429 has
very kindly volunteered to organise this.
The Northern Dinner will be held in the
Autumn - more information in the next
Newsletter.

I found the availability of the logs on both
PacketCluster and the Internet invaluable,
and much more reliable than during the
VKOIR operation. This must have helped

The 1997 IOTA Contest Results are out Operating as M7F, I managed 6th place in
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Gian Carlo "Paul" Bavassano, I IRBJ/
LX2AA. Roger is currently only really active on 160 as yet, but hopes to get the beam
and a proper 160m antenna up as soon as
the snow goes and the ground gets unfrozen! Paul will be operating as 3A2MM before long.

the Island 24 hour Single-Operator MultiMode section, with 880 QSOs and 174 multipliers. This compares with fourth place last
year (operating as G3PMR) with756 QSOs
and 170 multipliers. I worked considerably
more multipliers than the stations ahead of
me, so I obviously spent far too much time
seeking out multipliers and too little time
running. A lesson learnt for this year, when
I plan to operate as M8F.

Well, that's about all for this time. I look
forward greatly to some rag-chewing at the
CDXC Dinner.

Finally, listen out for CDXC members
Roger Parsons, VE3ZI (ex G3RBP), and

73 de Alan, G3PMR

cess to this segment too, but only during
emergencies, or to join WICEN nets and exercises.

services.
Discussions between the WIA and the SMA
will continue, so that we can move towards
achieving the goal of a new allocation.
However, incidences of amateurs operating
outside the conditions applicable to the present 80m DX Window, of amateurs interfering with primary service users outside the
allocation, as well as using transmitter powers above the legal limit, have continuously
been brought to the WIA's attention, hampering discussions with the SMA.

The WIA submission for a new allocation at
80m arose after a survey of commercial usage of the band to 3900 kHz by a number of
amateurs at locations around Australia, conducted over 21 months from January 1993
to September 1994, and a questionnaire survey sent to all licensees between 3750 kHz
and 3900 kHz, mailed out in 1995.
Following the response from the questionnaire survey, to which 53% of licensees responded, a majority of whom did not object
to sharing spectrum outside business hours,
the WIA made a preliminary submission to
the SMA in late 1995.

The SMA monitors amateur usage of the
3794-3800 kHz allocation and has issued
warning letters to operators during the past
few years about breaching licence conditions. The WIA seeks the co-operation of all
users and potential users of the present 80m
DX Window to stay within the limits imposed by the licence conditions, so as not to
further jeopardise continuing negotiations.

Following discussions with the SMA, the
WIA presented an updated proposal in mid1996. The SMA then asked for further particulars to be researched and outlined, particularly with regard to possible interference
risks, among other issues.

The WIA-SMA Liaison Team would like to
specifically thank Peter Forbes VK3QI, and
those who assisted him, for their preliminary efforts towards the submission, from
1993 through 1995.

Having researched the requirements set out
by the SMA, the submission was completed
and delivered to the Canberra office on 23" 1

9MOC

—

May.The50wordsubmin,th1

BULLETIN #4

Don Field, G3XTT
The 9MOC operation closed down on Tuesday 24 th February after making well over 65k QSOs
with over 180 DXCC countries.
The DXpedition was highly successful in every respect with all goals being achieved. Full writeups will appear in a number of the key magazines including CQ Ham Radio (Japan), Radio
Communication (UK), Funk (Germany), etc. 9MOC presentations are also scheduled for Visalia,
Dayton, Friedrichshafen, the RSGB HF Convention, the Clipperton DX Club Convention,
VERON (Netherlands) and elsewhere.
We were able to run four high-power (400 watt) stations round the clock, each consisting of an
FT-1000MP and VL-1000, a combination which worked seamlessly and flawlessly. Two further
low-power (100 watt) operating positions using FT-920s enabled us to be on two additional
bands at key times. One of these 920s was also used for 6m work when that band was open.
Dunestar filters reduced inter-station interference to negligible levels. With only minor hiccoughs we were also able to backup our logs in real-time to a central server, and to upload them
daily to the Internet via a satellite link (the operating positions were linked by a "wireless-LAN"
based on Timewave/AEA TNCs, and software developed for the DXpedition by G3WGV). The
Internet log servers have already recorded well over 20,000 hits.
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WIA TALKS WITH SMA RESOLVES
SOME ISSUES

appendices of tables, diagrams and maps,
was preceded by a one-page, five-point
summary.

The WIA's SMA Liaison Team met with
the Spectrum Management Agency in Canberra on Friday, 28 June, for talks covering
some 20 topics, resulting in the resolution of
some outstanding issues and further progress on the rest.

In discussions with the SMA, it was indicated to the Institute that receipt of the submission begins the formal process of considering a new allocation, and that the time
frame necessary to consult with users, planning groups within the Agency, the Radio
Communications Consultative Council and
international regulatory authorities, may be
one to two years.

The broad topics discussed included the
WIA's proposal for expansion of the 80
metre DX window, various interference
matters, technical licence specifications, the
examination system and a variety of licensing issues.

In addition, the SMA indicated that planning guidelines discouraged two high power
services from sharing spectrum, and that an
option to be considered might be to have
separate, exclusive allocations to isolate the

The meeting was attended by WIA Federal
President, Neil Penfold VK6NE, Dr David
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transmissions.

This means that using LSB, Australian
amateurs may only operate on carrier frequencies between 3798 and 3800 kHz.

"I trust this information settles any disputes
regarding the use of this band."

Any VK station operating outside these band
limits is out of band, and contacts with that
station will be invalid for contest or award
purposes. Do not believe anyone who tells
you otherwise/

The letter was signed by Mr. Peter Allen,
Acting Manager, Technical Services Team,
Customer Services Group of the SMA.
SUBMISSION ON NEW 80m
ALLOCATION BEING CONSIDERED
BY SMA

The Spectrum Management Agency (Australia's equivalent to the FCC) has confirmed that this is correct. The following
letter was sent by the SMA to the WIA
(Wireless Institute of Australia) in late
1994:

The WIA has finalised and delivered to the
SMA the submission for a new amateur allocation of 150 kHz of spectrum above the
present 80 metre band.

"The 80 metre DX window (3794-3800
kHz) is set aside for use by the Amateur
Service in Australia on a secondary (noninterference) basis and is specified in Australian footnote AUS8 of the Australian
Spectrum Plan (Statutory Rules 1990 No.
413). This band is available for use by unrestricted amateur licensees only and is conditional upon the avoidance of operation
within 1 kHz of 3794 kHz, which in effect
reduces the band to 3795-3800 kHz. Amateur licensees must ensure that their transmissions are wholly contained within the
band.

The Institute seeks a new amateur allocation
extending from 3750 kHz to 3900 kHz, on a
time-sharing basis, so that amateurs may use
the allocation outside standard business
hours, on weekday evenings and during
weekends.
It is proposed this new allocation replace the
existing "80m DX Window" and that amateurs have access to the proposed segment
as secondary users. The spectrum from
3700 to 3900 kHz is presently allocated to
the fixed and mobile services.

"When using lower sideband emission for
voice transmission, as is customary for
amateur operation on 80 metres, care must
be taken to ensure that the transmitted sidebands do not extend below 3795 kHz. Consequently, depending on the transmitted
audio bandwidth, the operating (carrier) frequency must be limited to approximately
3798-3800 kHz. Other modes of transmission which occupy less spectrum (such as
CW) permit closer operation to the 3795
kHz lower limit.

The requested allocation spans the variety of
amateur bands allocated by other countries
in all three ITU regions around the world.
The WIA has suggested access to the allocation be permitted to amateurs holding Unrestricted and Intermediate licenses.
It is suggested the lower 10 kHz of the proposed allocation, from 3750-3760 kHz, be
reserved for emergency use, to provide a
common allocation with government emergency services which WICEN stations could
use during declared emergencies, with 3757
kHz reserved for WICEN nets and exercises.

"Within Australia, the spectrum immediately below the 80 metre DX window is occupied by a number of primary services. It
is important that these services do not receive interference from out-of-band amateur

The submission suggests Novices have ac-
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All antennas worked as expected, and several times we managed to operate SSB simultaneously
with CW or RTTY on either 20 or 15 metres. Cushcraft antennas were used on the HF bands
(10, 12, 17, 15, 20, 30) plus 6 metres, mostly at 30ft, though we did manage to erect the 20-3CD
20m monobander at 40ft, with great results (all were at the water's edge). On 40 and 80 we used
four-square arrays based on Gladiator verticals, and switching/phasing boxes from Vine Antennas of the UK. The 40m array in particular worked extremely well, and 40 quickly became our
preferred band for working over the toughest propagation path into Eastern US. The Titanex
vertical was used mainly on 160, with great results on transmit, though we were constantly having to battle static from tropical storms on receive. The Battle Creek Special gave us a backup
antenna for 80, allowing us to work both SSB and CW simultaneously at times. On 30m we also
used a pair of phased verticals (one eighth wave apart), based on modified CB whips. This was
very much an experiment, but proved to be highly successful.
We have been particularly pleased to receive feedback from many people who worked us with
low power and modest antennas, often on several bands. Equally, there were many wellequipped stations who worked us on every available band/mode slot. We'll do some further
analysis of the logs in due course, to bring out this sort of data by country.
The overall QSO total places 9MOC in fourth position after VKOIR, 4JIFS and ZA1A which,
along with our achievements on 160, RTTY, etc., we consider a good outcome for our first attempt at a major DXpedition. Our thanks to all our sponsors, details of whom have appeared in
previous information bulletins and on our Web page (http://members.aol.com/sprativ98) . Without their help our plans would have had to be considerably less ambitious. The Web page also
features some photographs, taken by digital camera and uploaded while we were still on the island.
QSLs cards will be printed at the earliest opportunity. A reminder that the QSL manager is Phil
Whitchurch, G3SWH, 21 Dickensons Grove, Conresbury, Bristol, BS19 5HQ, England. Cards
can also be sent via the bureau, or requested by e-mail (phil@e3swh.demon.co.uk ).
SSB
10.1
14.oCW
14.0 RTTY
14.o SSB
is.oCW
18.0 SSB
21.0CW
21.0 RTTY
21.0 SSB
24.9 CW
24.9 SSB
28.0 CW
28.0 SSB

9MOC STATISTICS

7.1

Dave Mann, GOHXN
Here are as far as I can get the totals for the
G & M stations during the 9MOC DXxpedition. Having been away I still did not get the
final tally but it was only the last few hours
and the changes will only be marginal. If
there are any changes I will add an addendum at a later date.
G's & M Stations.
599 with 1,626 contacts.
CDXC Worldwide
178 members with 736 contacts
G's & M's ,CDXC in brackets
1.8
3.5 CW
3.5 SSB
7.0 CW

81 (50)
289 (98)
118 (61)
14 (2)
208 (90)
84 (40)
64 (35)
127 (65)
6 (2)
91 (50)
74 (44)
20 (13)
24 (18)
2 (3)

With an additional 2 contacts on 50 for
CDXC members.
With the final total around 65,000 contacts
these scores represent less than 3% of the
world total for G's and M's with CDXC
making approx 1.2 % of the world contacts.

25 (14)
85 (44)
53 (21)
262 (93)
11

It was noted that several stations made so
called "Insurance contacts", in one case a
G4*** made multiple contacts on most
bands. It was sad to see that several CDXC
members also added to the QRM by multiple contacts, some I might add who should
have known better.

Many thanks to John G4PDQ for all the
hard work and patience updating my email
daily so that I could forward the logs onto
the Cluster.

beams are on a mast lashed to the house
chimney at about 35 feet above ground. The
QTH is 550 ft as1 with quite a good take off
in all directions.. I do very little Two Metre
listening now apart from receiving the
Packet Cluster with an interface I built.
Mast of my summer listening is now on 6
metres.

The White Rose Amateur Radio Society for
18 years. For the last 27 years I have organised an annual SWL Contest covering the
three LF bands. In 1988 I joined the UK Six
Metre Group and for the last three years, besides being on their committee, I have acted
as their Contest Manager.

9MOC
CDXC DXpedition to the Spratly Islands, February 1998
Don Field, G3XTT
As all good CDXC members will know, the
Spratly Islands in the South China Sea hold
a unique fascination for radio amateurs.
Ownership is disputed, with several adjacent
countries laying claim to some or all the islands of the archipelago, and two ham radio
DXpeditions to the Spratlys have come under gunfire, one with fatal consequences.

terms of contacts made) being by wellknown expeditioner Mann Laine OH2BH
and others as 9MOS in 1993. They made
over 36,000 QSOs, despite a limitation at
that time that they could not use linear amplifiers. Subsequent operations have been
lower-key, often by hams who were there
mainly for the diving (Layang-Layang is
recognised as having some of the best scuba
diving in the world).

In recent years the political situation in the
Spratlys has clarified somewhat. To drive
out modem-day pirates, who used some of
the islands as bases for their nefarious activities, and to establish the legitimacy of
their claims to the islands, the various surrounding countries have themselves occupied the islands closest to their territory. So
that although ownership continues to be disputed, a de facto resolution is emerging. The
DXCC awards program now only recognises ham radio operations from the Spratlys
which have used a callsign issued by one of
the occupying powers, rather than the "selfissued" 1S callsigns which were used in
years gone by (the prefix IS was never allocated by the ITU).

These operations have made some impact
on worldwide demand for a contact, but the
Spratlys remained high on "Most Wanted
Country" surveys, especially with amateurs
on the East Coast of the US, who have a difficult polar path to that part of the world. In
1995 Steve Telenius-Lowe G4JVG, following a meeting with Eshee 9M2FK who
had been a member of the 9MOS expedition,
became fired with the idea of mounting a
large-scale DXpedition to Layang-Layang
which would take enough equipment and
antennas to be able to lay down good signals
on all bands and into all parts of the world.
Others were quickly co-opted into the team;
Tony Canning GOOPB, whose wife is from
Sabah and who has good contacts in that
part of the world, Neville Cheadle G3NUG,
who has operated from several Malaysian
islands and who has worked professionally
in Malaysia, Don Beattie G3OZF, who has
also operated from a number of Malaysian
islands and frequently travels to Malaysia
on business, John Linford G3WGV who,
along with G4JVG, was a member of the
very successful VKOMM Mellish Reef
DXpedition and myself, primarily for my

While most of the islands remain uninhabited except for the various occupying military, Malaysia has developed the island of
Layang-Layang (formerly known as Swallow Reef) off the coast of Sabah as a dive
resort and bird sanctuary. There is excellent
accommodation, and a regular air service to
the island from Kota Kinabalu on the mainland. Since the resort was built, there have
been several amateur radio operations from
Layang-Layang, the first and biggest (in
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So today, after some 36 years playing amateur radio, I am still as keen as ever and being retired I can spend even more time at the
rig. But not really as Mrs W usually finds
me plenty of jobs to do. Hi. Yes, I do get
asked why I have never gone for my ticket?
Well, the simple answer is that I am just a
born SWL and love it the way it is. I have
seen many changes to attitude and operating
skills over the years. The standard of operating, I have to say, has dropped alarmingly.
I shudder when I listen to some of the pileup; it seems that everyone wants to call at
the same time and completely forgot to listen. Yes, its true and, of course, they get
agitated and some become very unpleasant
when they can't work the DX. I could go on
with these moans but this is not the time or
the place.

Returning to Amateur Band receivers, after
saying goodbye to my old and faithful Trio
JR 310 I was fortunate enough to find a mint
condition second hand Kenwood R-820 receiver. Anyone who has been fortunate
enough to own one of these "Rolls Royce"
receivers will appreciate its performance. It
was certainly top of the range in its time even in 1979 it cost something like £800. I
kept the receiver for ten happy years and
made sure I sold it to a good home.
For antenna's, besides the beams for VHF, I
use mainly long wires for HF and LF band
listening. Being interested on all bands I like
to use a general coverage antenna with
maximum height and length and this technique has never let me down. About ten
years ago I did have the luxury of a Mosley
TA-32 jnr antenna which performed exceptionally well on 10 and 15 metres but not so
clever on 20 metres. I had this beam antenna
on the same mast, which now supports the
VHF beams.

That completes my story to date and I hope
that at least some of you have enjoyed
reading it. We have started climbing another
sunspot cycle so we now have four years or
more to look forward to some hopefully
really good band conditions. See you down
the log as you Amateurs say..

I have been a member of the RSGB for 35
years and a member of my local radio club —

OXOPER477.01,f
VK 80M DX WINDOW

window which extends from 3794 to 3800
kHz. However there are two restrictions on
VK stations operating in the DX window:

The following appeared on the Internet DX
Reflector..
TO ALL DXERS - IMPORTANT 80
METRE LICENCE CONDITIONS IN
AUSTRALIA

I. Operation is not permitted within 1 kHz
of 3794 kHz - this means that the limits of
the VK DX window are actually 3795 3800 kHz.

In Australia, the 80 metre band extends
from 3500 to 3700 kHz, plus a small DX

2, All emissions must be contained entirely
within the 5 kHz bandwidth of the window.
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getting QSL cards from all the countries on
the ARRL Country List. By 1985 I had
achieved this goal, the last one being CEO
San Felix. It had taken me something like 23
years to hear all 323 countries which I believe was the number listed then. My
DXCC: score now stands at 358 with 327 on
the current listing. It was not long after that
I managed to get all the DXCC countries
confirmed. Rather appropriately it was my
card for ZK3 which came via a 4X SWL. I
can assure everyone it is a most wonderful
feeling of achievement to know you are "on
top of the pile" at last. Hi Hi.

they never had the same interest for me as
the Amateur Bands.
By now I was seriously logging the stations
I was hearing and started on the long road of
attempting to hear every country on the
ARRL Country List. By this time my
brother had been licensed for quite a number
of years. I used to remember on some occasions visiting his shack. Third party messages were allowed in those days and I will
always remember my first QSO with an African country (but I can't recall which one!).
After I had purchased my first receiver I
joined the RSGB and then the ISWL. Geoff
Watts had just started publishing his DX
News Sheet then and I used to regularly
send him reports of what I was hearing. This
reporting went on for over 30 years.

So what was to be my next objective I asked
myself? The LF bands had always been of
interest to me so I set about sending reports
to all the countries I had heard on 40, 80 and
160 metres. Some challenge! 100 countries
was no real problem but 200 countries was
going to be tough. The years rolled by and
the cards kept coming in. By 1991 I had
achieved the distinction of having heard 300
countries on 40 metres all on SSB — and I
was not that far behind with confirmations.
So, I really went for it and by the following
year I had the .300 countries confirmed. My
current total is 309 on 40 metres, 267 on 80
metres and 146 on Top Band, again, all on
SSB. As you can imagine I have sent out
hundreds and hundreds of cards over the
years. I don't use the RSGB Bureau very
often as my QSLing is mainly to get new
countries confirmed on Six Metres.

I kept my old Eddystone for about five years
when unfortunately our house was broken
into and the receiver was stolen (obviously
by another SWL!). As I found the broadcasting stations were not turning me on
anymore I decided I would look for a receiver specialising just on the Amateur
Bands. For a short time I had a Lafayette
HA500 RX, but I did not find this selective
or stable enough so in August 1969 I sold it
and purchased the Trio JR500 RX. This at
the time when the Japanese were flooding
the market with excellent and comparatively
cheap receivers. The JR500 was fine but I
always had my eye on a later model, which
became known as the Trio JR 310. I purchased this receiver second hand in 1971 for
£45 and I kept it for 15 years.

So enough of my boasting of achievements
on the HF Bands, somehow I got converted
to the VHF bands after having been on HF
for 20 odd years. What a shock! Still,
soon got struck on wanting to get all those
silly grid squares heard and confirmed. I
must be mad - yes, my wife says I have been
mad for nearly 40 years. I started off on
Two Metres in 1981 with a 28/144 Mhz
converter and a 8 ele Yagi which I still have
today; this was followed by a converter for
70 ems and a 19 ele Tonna. Finally, I got on
to 6 metres with a 5 ele Tonna in 1988. I
have since abandoned 70 ems so my two

I have always found listening to the Amateur Bands fascinating and of course they
can be quite educational. Being a competitive sort of person I have always enjoyed
participating in the contest side of Amateur
Radio, and being statistically minded I have
always kept records of the countries I have
heard on each band - which I do year in and
year out. Of course most SWLs like to have
verification of the countries they have heard.
Being no different I started the long chore of
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had used four-square (four switchable
phased verticals) antennas on both 40 and
80 metres, and we considered that we
needed to do the same. On 160 metres we
aimed to have some kind of vertical antenna, as high as possible.

experience in low-band operation which
would be a major feature of the operation.
Donald Soh 9M6SU, was also an early
member of the team, to be our link-man on
the ground in Sabah. In short order we also
brought in Vince Thompson KS VT, a seasoned expeditioner and able to help coordinate logistics in the United States, and
Ray Gerrard G3NOM, who at the time was
living and working in Kuala Lumpur, on the
air as 9M20M, and very useful in liaising
with the Malaysian authorities. Later joinees
included Mike Devereux G3SED, who had
operated previously from Sabah when providing communications support to the
Camel Trophy team, John Krzymuski
G4DQW, now living in the US and licensed
as N2QW, Jeff Morris 9HIEL, and Kazuo
Ogasawara JAIRJU, VHF columnist for CQ
Japan, an experienced 6m operator and a
useful link-man with the Japanese amateur
radio community. Between them the team
members had a vast amount of professional
experience in technical and management areas, which helped to bring the DXpedition
together, and were all experienced amateur
radio expeditioners and/or contesters with
proven skills in one or more of the main
modes (CW, SSB, RTTY). It was quickly
decided to mount the DXpedition under the
auspices of CDXC. We thought this would
be beneficial both to the DXpedition and to
CDXC.

At the same time, although the solar flux
was showing some signs of increasing, we
could not rely on 10 or 12 metres being
open, so our choice of high-band antennas
was based on being able to operate on any
of the bands, with 20m being a basic runband on which we would try to have a signal whenever the band was open, but with
the flexibility to run two signals (one on
CW or RTTY, one on SSB) on 20, 15 or 10
during significant band openings, especially
to the US.
We considered that our QSO target should
be at least 40,000 if we were to get beyond
contacts with the "big guns" and really start
to make inroads into the demand from less
well-equipped HF operators world-wide.
With this QSO target, computer logging
would be essential, and would also ease the
job of the DXpedition's QSL manager, a
task for which Phil Whitchurch G3SWH
proved to be a willing volunteer, with Bob
Treacher BRS32525 agreeing to take on
QSLing listener cards.
Having set ourselves these targets and
agreed an expedition motto "to reach those
parts that other Spratly DXpeditions ha ye
not reached", it was clear we had a major
exercise in logistics on our hands. It was
time to divide up the work, and to start
looking for some external help.

The Planning
We quickly decided that, in order to make a
major impact in the specialist areas (low
bands, WARC bands, RTTY, 6m) as well as
satisfying basic demand for Spratly, we
would need to be able to run at least four
stations round the clock, limited only by
band openings. We also came to the conclusion that, to be successful, the low band operation would have to be able to make a significant impact in both Europe and the US.
Japan was easy, being just one hop away,
but putting good low-band signals into those
other areas would require substantial hardware. The VKOIR Heard Island DXpedition

G3NUG took on the unenviable task of logistics "king" and overall expedition leader,
organising flights, accommodation, shipping
of equipment and much else. G3WGV was
an obvious choice for software expert, as
well as becoming expedition treasurer.
G3OZF took on the liaison role with the
Malaysian authorities and tourist organisations. GOOPB became hardware "king",
tasked with station design with particular
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emphasis on ensuring we could run at least
four stations simultaneously without mutual
interference. G4JVG handled licensing and
took care of the antenna planning for HF.
G3XTT was designated publicity officer, as
well as taking on responsibility for the LF
antennas. Other tasks were also shared out
on an equitable basis.

munications between the stations. Along
with computer interface to the radio, this
meant, for example, that at any operating
position there would always be information
about who the operator was at other stations
and on which frequency he was operating.
John G3WGV will be writing this one up
for Ham Radio Today in due course.

Early in the proceedings, Yaesu agreed to
make available to us four high-power HF
stations, each consisting of an FT-1000MP
and the newly-released VL-1000 linear amplifier. This would be the first major test for
the VL-1000, and Yaesu were interested in
knowing how well it would perform. They
also agreed to make available two FT-920s,
one of which would primarily be for 6m
use, and the second as a general-purpose
back-up.

Martin Lynch & Son helped us with a vast
quantity of ancillary equipment. For example, we ended up taking 2km of coaxial cable, all but 100m of which ended up being
used! Dunestar of the US kindly agreed to
loan us three complete sets of filters to
minimise inter-station interference. Other
corporate sponsors included CQ Ham Radio
Magazine (Japan), Radio Active Publications (UK), 59(9) Report of the US, Camel
(who loaned us a satellite phone to permit
links to the Internet while on the island),
Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board (QSL
cards), Layang-Layang Resort, and the
Sabah Tourism Promotion Corporation. We
also received many donations from DX Associations, Clubs and Foundations, as well
as from a number of generous individuals,
all of which we acknowledge with thanks.

Cushcraft were another early sponsor,
thanks to their UK importer Nevada. They
donated to the DXpedition a 3-element 20m
Yagi, two A3S HF tribanders, one of which
also had an extended driven element for use
on 40 metres, an A3WS tribander for 30, 17
and 12 metres and a 6-element Yagi for 6m.
For LF, G3NUG had already purchased a
set of four 80m loaded verticals from
Gladiator of the US, and Gladiator also offered us a set of full-size 40m verticals at an
attractive price. For 160m, and as a back-up
for 80 and 40, we had been offered the loan
of a "Battle Creek Special" (BCS). Several
of these antennas exist. They are basically a
trapped inverted-L which is built very substantially and for idiot-proof assembly, specifically for loan to DXpeditions. The BCS
programme is run and financed by a group
of low-band enthusiasts from Battle Creek,
Michigan, who do so in order to encourage
expeditions to focus on 160, 80 and 40m
operation.

Given the complexity of what we were attempting, we considered it essential as far as
possible to build and try everything in the
UK prior to shipping out to Sabah. The
main radios were to be shipped directly
from Japan to Sabah, but in October 1997
Yaesu UK loaned us an FT-1000MP, VL1000 and FT-920, and the antennas were
pre-assembled in G3NUG's back garden before the final deadline for sea freight to
Sabah (we had over 1.5 tons of cable, poles,
guy stakes, tools, and other miscellanea to
ship, far too much to go by air). The
G3WGV server software worked flawlessly,
seamlessly integrated with the Turbolog
logging software and, as far as we could tell,
nothing had been overlooked. Our Web
page was up and running, and all the major
ham radio publications were starting to
carry information about our operation. By
then we knew that the Malaysian authorities

Yaesu also provided UHF handhelds and
Timewave AEA provided TNCs in order
that we could link the stations by packet radio, to be able to back-up the logs to a central server in real time and to provide corn-
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SDL is distributed as freeware and is a DOS
program. It may be downloaded from
http://www.ioLie/--okanep . In North America it's available from
http://ve7tcp.amprorg/ftp/software/sd . SDL
runs on any PC under MS-DOS, or in a
DOS window with Windows 3.11, 95 or
NT. A reference document is supplied in
text and in Word 7 format. Also included in
the package is SDLCHECK. This is a postcontest program to edit SDL files and to
generate printed logs, multiplier lists, check
sheets and summary sheets.

day. Then in order to become a member, one
had to provide proof of having worked 200
DXCC Countries. (I think I am right in this
criteria but I stand to be corrected). At that
time no SWLs had been allowed into this
exclusive club until cheekily I asked if
someone would nominate me. I had by that
time over 300 DXCC countries confirmed
as a SWL so I suppose I was allowed in
"through the back door" so to speak.
My interest in radio probably started over 50
years ago. You know how it was - schoolboy tuning over his parents radiogram and
finding there were other stations to be heard
other than the BBC Light Programme and
Home Service! Earlier memories were of
discovering Radio Luxembourg and AFN American Forces Network. I did not discover the Amateur Bands until some time
later, being away at school. My late father
had always been interested in radio and
really it was my brother who took after him.
I used to remember Mike making those
wonderful valve radio sets and out of the
speaker came the voices of people talking to
each other.

For interest David, Mick and I all have "personal" e-mail addresses now.
They are:
David brs25429@compuserve.com
Mick brs31976@aol.com and
myself at brs32525@compuserve.com
To demonstrate the growing listener input
into CDXC, now read the articles submitted
for this issue by Mick BRS31976 and David
BRS25429.
Until next time "Good listening".

This must have been on 80 metres and my
first introduction to Amateur Radio, probably sometime in the Late 1940's. Although I
was interested in hearing these "funny"
people talking to each other on 80 metres
there was no way I could really attach myself to the hobby then: I had to spend my
two wears service in the RAF followed by
several years training in my chosen profession. Once my training was complete I
could purchase my first short wave radio.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
David A Whitaker BRS 25429

First an apology! Some 10 years or so, as a
very new member to the Chiltern DX Club,
I was asked to write something about myself. Of course many new members have
joined CDXC since then so maybe they
might be interested to read how an active
SWI, lives his life. So my apologies to any
members prior to 1988 who have heard this
all before!

So it was, late in 1961, that I first became a
serious SWL. My first radio was the Eddystone 840C general coverage receiver.
What handsome brutes those Eddystone rigs
were, with those lovely shining steel handles. This receiver introduced me to all the
Amateur Radio bands so I got my first taste
of 10, 15, 20, 40, 80 and 160 metres. Then
there was no SSB, only AM and CW. I did
tune the broadcast bands occasionally but

What I wrote in issue 55 was really just an
introduction to myself as, at that time, I had
already been an SWL for 26 years. Well,
another ten years has slipped by so I hope
the Editor will now allow me to continue the
story.
In 1987 when I first joined CDXC, it was
then a more exclusive DX Club than it is to31

5/ZCOZa/11/1/80,67;-eadel , MS32525
28MHz, including FR5, FH5, TR8, 5R8 and
V51. At the time of compiling this column,
David had heard 188 DXCC countries on all
bands so far in 1998.

Where to begin is the problem this time
around! So much seems to be happening for
SWLs at this time. Listeners would have
seen from SWL News in the March Radio
Communication that an SWL Reflector has
been established on the Internet. This was
the brainchild of Tim Kyle F-16954. If listeners require more information, Tim can be
reached by e-mail at:
F-16954@iname.com

I met up with Mick Toms BRS31976 at the
VHF Convention, but the talk was mainly
HF, 9MOC, 80mSSB and the CQ Worldwide 160m SSB Contest. Again, apart from
the 9M0 which gave Mick several new band
countries - notably on 160m CW - he had
been adding new countries on 80m where he
is just about to break through the 200 heard
barrier, and on 160m, where the countries
score was 104 heard.

All the CDXC SWLs must have heard the
9MOC DXpedition. I even heard one VK
complaining light-heartedly to a W6 that
"these 9MOC guys are everywhere!". David
Whitaker BRS25429, Mick Toms
BRS31976 and myself all heard them on 6
bands. For us SWLs with no beam at 80',
signals on HF were quite weak and watery,
but on some days SSB signals on 21MHz at
their sunset (1040z) were very good. The
best I heard them on 21MHz was from 1000
- 1040z on 17th when they were a steady S7.
The best signals, however, were heard on
7MHz SSB. The team were often 5x9 and
the pile-up never ending, day after day. I
had reports of their 7MHz SSB over a wide
time span of 1550z to 2130z. Don't forget
that I'm handling the SWL cards. I would
like to take this opportunity of congratulating the entire team on doing a really fantastic, classy job.

A reminder that "CQ" have opened up their
WPX Contests to SWLs this year. I am
handling the logs, so please spare some time
during either the SSB weekend (last one in
March) or the CW weekend (last weekend
in May) to do some listening and help to
swell the number of logs. The rules are in
the March issue of Radio Communication.
Finally, as listeners are aware, SDL (SuperDuper for Listeners) was a contest logger
for listeners in the IOTA contest. Paul
EI5D1 has now re-written it as a comprehensive HF contest logging program for SWLs.
SDL is derived directly from SD and shares
all the relevant features of SD.
It's fully working and unrestricted, and it directly supports most RSGB and international contests.

Elsewhere on HF, conditions had been improving with an SFI of 107 on several days
around the middle of February. Coupled
with that the "K" and the "A" were low so
the bands were quiet and we were treated to
some good East-West propagation. 24MHz
had shown some interesting signs of life.
Apart from the 9M0, David Whitaker and
myself had fared quite well, adding to our
All-Time lists. David is now into the 160's
thanks notably to ZD9BV, while I'm edging
ever closer to 200 heard on SSB thanks to
EP3HR, JY5HX and a superb signal from
5R8EW. David had reported life on

Some 35 country and area multiplier reference files are supplied.
SDL links to Kenwood and Yaesu radios to
follow band and mode changes. It offers
fast, simple logging and editing, and it
tracks multipliers, dupes and points in realtime. It is not designed for post-contest logging.
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advance party on the island, using 15 metres
from Phil Weaver 9M6CT's station (Phil is
also licensed as G4JMB, though betterknown for his many years in Hong Kong as
VS6CT). We were also hosted at dinner by
the Sabah and Borneo radio clubs and met
many of the local hams, as well as Mr Chin
of the Sabah licensing authority, who had
issued our individual 9M6 licences as well
as the 9MOC licence itself. Many of us were
still finding it hard to adjust to the time
change and 35 degree temperatures, after
leaving much colder climes less than 24
hours before.

had agreed to our request for the callsign
9MOC (C for CDXC, of course).
The crates of heavy equipment arrived
safely in Kota Kinabalu a few weeks before
our own departure, and were trans-shipped
to Layang-Layang (which is about 150
miles off the Sabah coast) by trawler, accompanied by 4 intrepid 9M6 amateurs, all
of whom fell victim to the heavy seas.
However, they did achieve one notable
"first" by working back to Sabah on 2 metres through the repeater high on Mount Kinabalu.

After a 70 minute flight by Twin Otter, we
received a warm welcome on LayangLayang by resort managers Steve and
Coralee Steward, two outgoing Australians
who did everything they could over the next
12 days to make our operation a success.
G3OZF and G3NOM were waiting for us at
reception, and took video of our arrival (including an initial flypast of the island complete with waggling of wings). They had already started to unpack the crates of equipment, and we set to work with a will,
building up the antennas and stations. Antenna work proved to be easier said than
done in the heat of the day, and we tried to
do as much assembly work as possible out
of direct sunlight. First priorities were the
four-square antennas for 40 and 80, as we
knew these would take the most time to set
up and adjust. All in all, station assembly
took the remainder of Tuesday and the
whole Wednesday, and we had agreed at an
early stage that we wanted to get as much of
it done as possible before actually taking to
the bands. In addition to the antennas described above, we had added a Titanex vertical for 160, 80 and 40, a pair of phased
verticals for 30m (made from modified CB
whips), and a 2m Yagi (to work back to the
mainland via the Mt.Kinabalu repeater). The
Titanex is a formidable beast. 85ft high, it is
made of light titanium alloy, and can be
erected by two people, but provides considerable excitement as it goes up, with the far
end still at ground level when the base is al-

We had timed our operation for midFebruary, which is a good time for LF
propagation, and is just after the end of the
monsoon season. We also intended to be on
the air for two full weekends, to give as
many people as possible the opportunity to
work us. This meant being on the island for
the best part of two weeks, given that we
expected to need two full days for station
assembly, and a further day or so for disassembly. G3NOM and G3OZF both arrived
early in Kota Kinabalu, having been in the
Far East on business, so flew out to LayangLayang a day before the rest of the team,
and surveyed the site for best location of
antennas, etc. As it turned out, there was
more space than we had been led to believe,
and we intended to use this to the full, as the
best way to minimise inter-station interference (and, indeed, possible interference to
the resort's TVs and telephones) would be
to maximise spacing between antennas, and
to keep them as far as possible from any
buildings.
Layang-Layang is a coral atoll, of which
only a handful of rocks and two sandbanks
used to be above water. The two sandbanks
have now been linked to form the resort,
and a runway constructed. A small naval
detachment also occupies one end of the island. The main team flew out to the island
on Tuesday 10th February, having flown in
from the UK, the US, and Japan. On the
previous evening we had spoken with the
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ready elevated at 45 degrees! It finally
springs into the vertical position, to look
extremely imposing. 9M6SU had also
brought along several bamboo poles, some
of which were 40ft long. which he had cut
from the jungle and which we pressed into
service for supporting various wire antennas
such as a low 160m dipole or receiving purposes. We left these poles on the island after
our departure for possible use by visiting
hams in the future.

evening, for example we were working into
Europe on 160, 80, 40 and 30 metres, while
working the US on 20 metres. The PacketClusters must have been buzzing with activity.
This rate of activity dropped only slightly
on the Friday, and was back up again at the
weekend when people were home from
work, so that by the Sunday evening, after
just four days of operation, we had 29,000
QSOs in the log, and our target of 40,000
was looking extremely modest. Propagation
was helping. Before coming out to the Far
East we had understood that most of the
bands were likely to be closed for several
hours in the middle of the day, but this was
not the case. There was always propagation
to Japan, though mid-week the QSO rate
dropped as Japanese amateurs were at work
at this time. Around dawn and dusk we were
faced with a different problem, with all nine
HF bands open simultaneously. It was often
difficult to know which bands to use and
which to drop temporarily.

Our antenna farm was quite a sight when
complete, with the main antennas lined up
along the shoreline just feet from the sea,
with some of the radials of the Titanex and
BCS antennas actually drooping into the
sea. The 80m four-square, which took up
the most space, was at the far side of the
aircraft apron, some 300 metres from the
"shack" (actually a large conference room in
which we set up all six stations).
On the Air
Antenna work was complete by the
Wednesday evening, and after eating dinner
as a full team (the last time we would do so
until operations finished) we sat down for a
final conference to agree operating schedules for Day 1. Finally, around 11:30 pm local time (1530 GMT) all the preparatory
work came to fruition when G4JVG, who
had conceived the operation in the first
place, made the first "official" QSO - K5DV
on 20m (the advance party had already
made a few QSOs under the 9MOC call).
The world must have been waiting, because
in the first 24 hours we made 8,000 QSOs!
This was helped by our own enthusiasm, of
course. It didn't take long before team
members realised that when 6m was closed
its operating position and the backup station
could also be pressed into use on the HF
bands, albeit with just 100 watts, rather than
the 400 watts of the main stations, and we
frequently found ourselves operating on six
bands simultaneously. We could only
imagine what impact this was having in our
target areas - at one time during the first

The big disappointment early on was the
high noise level on 160m. This wasn't just a
matter of static crashes, but continuous
static above S9, which made it difficult to
copy all but the loudest signals. This was
especially frustrating because early reports
from around the world indicated that we
were being heard very well indeed, both in
Europe and across the US. The four-square
antennas on 80 and 40, being directional,
helped to improve signal-to-noise ratio considerably on those bands, and copy was
much easier.
Internet
One of the lessons we had taken to heart
from previous big DXpeditions was the
need to set up some sort of interaction with
the amateur population at large. This helps
hams around the world to feel a part of what
is happening, and helps the DXpedition
team to be aware of what they are doing
right and what they are doing wrong (for
example, by missing band openings to diffi-
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is the purpose if the QSO is not confirmed?
Furthermore, what is the purpose of being
on the air with a standard QSO - which
could be coded into a black box, operated
by a push-button - if people don't QSL?
Why waste a lot of everybody's time?
Leave the DX contacts to the real enthusiasts, who try to pry a response out under a
YO, LZ, I, UA pile-up for 8Q7AA. In that
vein, it beats me why anyone would go on a
DXpedition without the clear intention of
sending QSLs - automatically. Lots of relatively rare DX calls could easily send cards
via bureau as a minimum - like those I got - so why be a DXer working yourself
through 20,000 QSOs a la 5NN TU - - and
not finish the paperwork? Cost is not an argument - 20,000 cards are less than £200,
probably maximum £50, if one follows the
example of RIMVI, who printed them on a
piece of A4 paper on a laser printer. Now
compare that to the cost and purpose of a
being a radio amateur anyway - let alone
the cost of a DXpedition!

With the sender? The Organisation (RSGB,
VERON, EDR etc?) The Bureau-QSLManager system? British Mail? If there is a
persistent problem it is, in my opinion, only
because we all allow it to continue. It's
seems to be the "boiling frog" syndrome;
put a frog in a pan with lukewarm water and
heat it - the frog will die without trying to
get out; it's letting slightly bad getting
slightly worse without protest. We concentrate madly on HOW to obtain that coveted
QSL instead of cleaning up the system and
our own attitudes. I can't help asking why
ZS6PHD prefers to go on the air "after a
hard week" in stead of doing the QSL-job e.g. via a logging system, automatically.
What purpose starting new QSOs in the first
place, as it just adds to the hassle — and
more uninteresting 5NN TU. Uninteresting
if there is no QSL.
As for me? I QSL 100% when asked and
should I ever go on a DXpedition, I shall do
whatever possible to QSL 100%,. probably
on the cheap - but effectively. In my book it
is still an amateur hobby - I see no place for
commercial amateurs or "bribable" QSL
managers! If I lose a coveted DX-station I
grumble and forget. Life is too short for
that.

So what do we do?
Yes - first of all, drop the nostalgia, get real.
The world has changed. Few people build
their own rigs any more. Equipment has
gone commercial. And as for QSL? Just
look at the advice found on the Internet
about "how to QSL". Green-stamps, IRCs,
little "extras" to the QSL manager. It's pathetic. The QSL path via bureau obviously
takes close to a year - 2 years on return if
you only respond to QSLs. An Italian
amateur recently returned my direct QSL,
took time to provide a detailed explanation
on why the IRC I had sent was incorrect,
stamped his envelope correctly - and cleverly didn't enclose his 3A-card whilst asking for more IRCs. Did I say pathetic?

So back to the question: Why are we radio
amateurs, chasing DXCC, IOTA, Honor
Roll lists etc - when our operational practices leave a lot to be desired?
For me it is the opportunity to meet some
exciting and different people. With some of
them you even establish friendship. Next it
is the sport. Yes, I am hooked on DX and
IOTA, but whatever it is for any of us,
QSLs do constitute mementos of fun and
accomplishment. People seem to have forgotten that the little cards are an intrinsic
part of our hobby. It is up to every one of us
to make sure it stays that way. If not, I can
assure you, that in 2018 you will look back
at 1998 as the good old days - gone!

So, do I buy myself poor in IRCs?
Yes, if I want QSL cards, I have to. But this
is madness. "Commercial amateur QSL
managers"? Where is "amateur"-radio?
Where is the weak link in bureau-QSLing?

Cuagn - es QSL via Bureau - sure?
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so multi-coloured cards spill out on your
desk. An envelope received every two
months — all pretty normal. You wonder if
the last ZS-card for the Kroonstadt award
will be among them. You pick up the first
and your pulse speeds to 80 (you're fit!) as
you realise it is from VS9OA, Masirah Island, Sultanate of Oman. The next is HS2M
(Bangkok) and a quick browse reveals;
SUIIM; ZD6RM (Nyasaland); JT1CA
(Mongolia); AC7A (Bhutan,"The world's
greatest DXpedition"); CR7IZ (Ibo Island,
Mocambique) and VK9GP (Norfolk Island)
— just to mention a few. When you study
them a bit closer and read the comments and
details on each card, it hits you, that everyone has taken time to write personal greetings, put on details about the rig, thank you
for a pleasant QSO and so on. All address
you with your name. And, lo and behold,
ALL of them write the magic words: Please
QSL!! Can you imagine? Please QSL from
AC7A?

magnetic radiation. He has written to the
Council, Local MP, RA (again). DTI National Radiological Protection Board and
Department of Health. He is also lobbying
to get a law introduced to get electromagnetic emissions covered under the law of
nuisance!
You always get one and I'm just pleased
Terry lives 400 yards away and not next
door...
In the next CDXC Newsletter 1 1 let you
know if my application for the 40 foot Tennamast was successful and how Terry is
getting on with his campaign. I seem to
have the support of some local councillors.
They get letters from the likes of Terry all
the time and agree that he has been uncooperative in my efforts to sort out his alarm. If
the council try to use interference as an argument against granting permission they are
going to have quite a fight on their hands
when it comes to appeal. There are no outstanding EMC problems so it would be unlawful if they were to use it as a reason.

It was 1962 when I was still OZ3CF. The
old call signs must have given it away, but it
was reality.

Despite the aggro 1998 has been pretty good
DX wise. 9MOC was the best catch on
15/7/10/24.9 MHz CW using the 26 foot
Butternut. The boys certainly did CDXC
proud! 3 days ago I worked FT5WG (Crozet) on 20m SSB which is the one I need to
reach Honor Roll. It's taken me 16 years to
get there - QSLs I obtained from QSOs at
six different QTH's due to job and family
moves!

To cap it all, the stamp on the old cards
from the bureau shows, that on average the
elapse time between QSO and your holding
the card in your hands was about 4 months.
Including those from DX stations that were
at least as coveted then as they are today.
Now, the bottom line is that as MOAXP I
have received ZERO QSL-cards via bureau
despite the ubiquitous "QSL sure via bureau" — until, of course, this writing moment, where the first envelope with some 30
cards fell through the letterbox. Typical.
Only, this is after almost a year of operation! And only about 25% of those sent with
SASE and IRCs enclosed have yet resulted
in an answer.

QSL PRACTICES
Jorgen Faxholm, MOAXP

ZS6PHD's article in the last newsletter inspired these thoughts:
Imagine this — you pick up the last batch of
QSL cards, which has just arrived from your
local RSGB QSL manager. Riddled with
excitement you open the envelope (the one
that reads 8 of 10 on the front). Gotta send a
new bunch of envelopes you think, as 40 or

To me the objective of DXing, Island chasing — and certainly the 5NN TU type of
QSO is a question of undiluted adrenaline
pushing QSL chasing for awards. But what
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cult to work parts of the world). Accordingly, we appointed "pilots" to act as liaison
with the amateur community at large. Yoichi Sakurada JPINWZ took on the job for
Asia, Don Greenbaum N1DG for the
Americas, and Martin Atherton G3ZAY for
Europe and Africa, as well as being "chief
pilot" with responsibility for updating our
Web pages as the expedition progressed.
The role of the pilots was extremely valuable. We quickly fell into a routine of holding a short team meeting once a day, where
we reviewed feedback from the pilots and
adjusted our operating schedule accordingly. We were also able to use the pilots to
disseminate information, for example about
when we proposed to operate RTTY.

were. Many stations congratulated us on
what we were doing, and it was good even
within the first few days to see European
and US amateurs making it into the log on
all nine HF bands. From Japan, of course,
this was not difficult, and some Japanese
amateurs even worked us on 10 bands, as
6m opened well into Japan and Hong Kong,
but unfortunately to nowhere else. And, of
course, we were all delighted to see so many
UK contacts in the log - 1799 at the final
count. Even a number of UK mobile stations
got through the pile-ups as they started to
diminish. Particular congratulations are due
to G3FPQ G3GIQ G3HTA G3KMA G3PJT
G3ZAY and GOWAZ who made it into the
9MOC log on all nine HF bands.

We also used the satellite link to upload logs
to the Internet on a daily basis, with Don
Greenbaum NIDG and Richard Everitt
G4ZFE operating log servers. John Clayton
G4PDQ provided a similar service for PacketCluster users. This system enabled hams
to check within 24 hours or so of a contact
that they were indeed in the log, and by the
time we closed down the servers had recorded well over 20,000 "hits". Finally, we
uploaded a number of photographs to the
Web pages as we went along. Hopefully,
they gave the world at large even more of a
feeling for the operation.

We had set out to pay particular attention to
specialist interests such as 160m, RTTY and
the WARC bands, as well as giving as many
amateurs as possible worldwide the opportunity to make a Spratly QSO. In the event,
although there will inevitably be those who
were disappointed, we can reasonably claim
to have met those goals. Our 160m tally was
over 1100 contacts in 58 countries, which
included over 40 UK stations. This total was
largely thanks to a drop in the static levels
on the last couple of nights, when it became
apparent that, static excepted, LayangLayang was a very quiet location, with natural background noise not even registering on
the S meter. On RTTY we ended with a
tally of 2075 QSOs, putting us ahead of any
previous similar DXpedition, so far as we
can tell. On 6m we exploited every opening,
and ended with 389 QSOs, exclusively in
Japan and Hong Kong, a limitation resulting
from the propagation we experienced on
that band. Our WARC-band totals were
equally imposing, and we were particularly
surprised to find the pile-ups on 30m neverending, with a final tally of almost six thousand QSOs on the band. And our overall
QSO total puts 9MOC at fourth all-time, after VKOIR, 4JIFS and ZAIA in total number of contacts made by a single expedition.
Naturally, at the 50k and 60k mark we
paused operations briefly for a celebratory

With over 65,000 contacts in the log, it becomes something of a blur. Life started to
revolve around eating, sleeping, antenna and
station work, and operating, especially as
Vince K5VT had to leave the island early,
and Donald 9M6SU had to return to the
mainland for several days to sort out logistics, so we were down to fewer operators.
Nevertheless, G3OZF managed to find time
to obtain a Scuba diving qualification, and
several other team members went snorkelling or Scuba diving. We also closed the
stations down for a couple of hours on the
middle Friday in order to go out together on
one of the boats, which gave an opportunity
to photograph the antenna farm from the
sea. But operating highlights there certainly
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bottle of bubbly and photo-call.

and we spent a couple of pleasant days recuperating and playing radio before returning home. Back in Kota Kinabalu for the
flight home, some of us also met Brett
VR2BG/9M6BG who was staying at Phil's
place for a radio holiday.

It is worth saying that throughout 12 days of
continuous operation, making a QSO total
which many amateurs would not make in a
lifetime, all our equipment performed flawlessly, and we were particularly impressed
with the Yaesu VL-1000 amplifiers which
are so well integrated with the FT-1000MP
as to be practically "invisible" to the operator. Our only mishaps of any note were the
demise of a couple of filters when tired operators changed bands without remembering
to change the filters. We also had a couple
of heart-stopping moments when the Malaysian navy tried to drive their truck where our
antenna guys and feedlines were running,
but the local commander kindly agreed to
stop these excursions while the DXpedition
was in progress.

Of course, the story is by no means over.
G3SWH was already receiving over 100 direct QSL requests a day, even before we had
closed the station down, and his postman
will no down be complaining about overwork by the time this article appears in
print. When I last spoke to him, he had over
2000 direct envelopes waiting, plus over 50
e-mail requests for cards. The heavy equipment has to find its way back by sea to the
UK, and there will be the inevitable wrap-up
meeting, to understand where things could
have been improved, so that we can do even
better next time. Which leaves only the inevitable question, where next?

One particular highlight of note on the first
Sunday of the operation was the arrival of
the Sunday edition of the Daily Express, one
of the principal newspapers in Sabah. The
colour supplement featured a cover photograph of the team erecting one of the antennas, and inside there was a full page regarding our operation. This level of local
interest continued, with the Minister for
Tourism attending a press conference after
our return to the mainland, resulting in even
more coverage. We were also welcomed
back with a dinner hosted by the Sabah
Tourist Development Corporation. Of
course, taking down all the antennas and
closing the station was a source of regret,
especially as the pile-ups were still fierce,
even after so many contacts, but our timing
was impeccable as the resort was down to
its last few cans of beer!

(an abbreviated version of this article will
appear in 1-1R7' magazine)

9M0 - SOME POST-EVENT
REFLECTIONS
Don Field, G3XTT
Although our pilot stations did a great job in
giving us feedback , it is only after the event
that you really begin to see what an impact
an expedition like this made. One of our
first inklings was when some of us met Brett
9M6BG/VR2BG in Kota Kinabalu. He told
us that several of the 6m gang in Hong
Kong had been camping out on a hilltop
specifically to catch 9MOC on 6m. This
rather brought home to us how important
this expedition was to some people. Since
arriving home we have received many congratulatory messages, which reflect well on
the DXpedition, on CDXC and, I believe, on
UK amateur radio as a whole. Here is just a
selection. This kind of feedback makes all
the effort seem worthwhile.

Being enthusiastic amateurs, naturally several of us wanted to air our 9M6 callsigns
from Sabah before returning home, so the
majority of the party headed for Hillview
Gardens Resort at Keningau, which is
owned and run by Doris and Alfons Udan,
9M6DU and 9M6MU. A station and antennas are available for use by visiting hams

...I worked you on 20 mtr cw and really got
a thrill out of that. I've been a ham for 69
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and they were picked off one by one. The
alarms all used the same Texecom Medusa
PIRs, I contacted the company who were
quite aware that the pre 1996 models were
not immune to RFI. They were happy to exchange the PIRs free of charge for updated
RF proof models. 18 new PIRs later four out
of the five were happy - the latest Medusa
PIRs proved to be bombproof to QRO at the
full legal limit. This left Terry who said he
was "not in the game of changing PIRs" as
he had a maintenance contract. I offered
him the new PIRs and £50 to cover labour
charges in fitting them but he said my offer
was "not appropriate". He told me he was
reconfiguring his system at significant cost
to himself despite my proving that four out
of four cases had been resolved to resident's
satisfaction. Around this time a letter arrived from the Council inviting me to apply
for planning permission for my aerials (a
Butternut GP and 6m/2m Yagis mounted on
a scaffold pole on the gable end). I hadn't
planned erecting a tower at this QTH but an
application is now before the Council for a
40 footer. I've had towers up at 3 previous
QTHs and wasn't going to bother, but if I
have to apply for planning permission for
what I have now I may as well go the whole
hog and get back on HF with some sort of
yag il

Phil Catterall, G4OBK
It was a mild autumnal day as I washed the
car. My efforts were interrupted by a middle-aged chap whom I didn't recognise as a
neighbour. Terry said that there had been
some disruption to electrical equipment and
burglar alarms in eight homes in his area so
he had canvassed resident's opinions and
had produced a dossier which he handed to
me. I said I would study it. Terry went away
feeling very pleased with himself. I'd been
operating at our QTH in Pickering since we
moved here in January 1997 and in that time
had only to deal with one case of TVI to a
near neighbour.
I went inside and concluded that if his "dossier" was correct it would be a tough nut to
crack! Thoughts of giving up Amateur Radio flashed through my mind.... The area in
question is not directly accessible from my
own road. It is 100 yds away but at least 400
yards walk round to reach the first house on
the list. The alleged interference amounted
to five burglar alarms that could be activated, four cases of TV/Radio interference
and three cases of telephone interference. To
prove he was such a jolly good fellow.
Terry had already been in touch with the RA
at Leeds and the local Council regarding my
aerials.

Next thing, Terry started chasing the RA
again and they arranged a station inspection
with me. Three engineers turned up to check
for spurious emissions, field strength and
TVI. Terry's idea of an inspection backfired
- my station was clean as a whistle and the
RA were obviously satisfied with my efforts
in resolving the other complaints in the dossier. No doubt Terry received a letter to confirm this. (Strangely enough he never mentioned it!)

I set to contacting each resident individually, arranging tests. Yes, I could actually
activate five burglar alarms on one band or
another - two of them with 50w of CW on
7/10 MHz! Strangely enough none of my
near neighbours or myself had any problems
with false activation, so attention turned to
the PIR sensors in the affected homes. The
telephone interference was unfounded and I
had one case each of TVI and FM breakthrough that were easily cured with external
filters. Liaison with residents proved fruitful

Terry's alarm now seems to be sorted.
However his fight continues. His latest idea
is to embark on a campaign against electro-
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OXX iet-PORT
DXCC AWARDS
This CDXC Newsletter feature lists all UK HF DXCC participants appearing in recent issues of
QST®, including callsigns and their DXCC credits.:
!YEW MEMBERS
Mixed GOMRF
GOWMW
G3HZL
G3KDE
G3LNG
G3NAP
GM4WZY
GWOKZK
Phone GODBE
GOVBD
G3FNZ
G4CCZ
G4ZKJ
GDOHWA
GM4UZY
GWORTA
GW3OCD
GW3SFC
G3TVI
CW
G3VKW
G3WNI
G3ZEM
G4OWT
G4RWD
G4SFU
GM3BKC
GM3CIX
GM4YLN
GWOVSW
NM G4ZKJ
80M
G3KMA
G3WGN
G3ZEM
G4IUF
GM3YTS
GW3JXN
40M
G3RTE
10M
G3PMR
GM4UZY
GW3CDP
NEW HONOR ROLL
Mixed G3OCA
G4ZCG
GM4YMM
ENDORSEMENTS
Mixed GOCYL
GODBE
GOKRL
GONOA
GOPCF
GOSWG
GOVBD
GOWAZ
021-1DR

105
1I0
110
110
112
105
107
108
224
181
102
186
162
109
319
104
120
118
107
120
118
110
121
106
102
244
214
231
109
110
280
110
110
112
146
121
315
183
117
103
323
322
324
255
228
198
210
147
205
185
327
170

Phone

G3AEZ
G3ALI
G3JNB
G3KOX
G3KWK
G3KYF
G3LCS
G3LQP
G3LUW
G3PLP
G3PMR
G3RTE
G3RVM
G3TXF
G3 VDL
G3WNI
G3XTT
G3YBT
G3ZB A
G3ZSS
G4CCZ
G4EDG
G4ELZ
G4FVK
G41DL
G4OBK
G4OWT
G4YVV
G4ZKJ
G5LP
GIONWG
GJ3LFJ
GMOAXY
GMOVRP
GM3PPE
GM3UTQ
GM3YTS
GM4AGL
GM4FDM
GM4YMM
GW3JXN
GW4BV1
GOKJW
GOKRL
GOKXL
GOLUQ
GOOWE
G3KWK
G3LNS
G3MUL
G3NDC
G3PFS
G3PMR
031-17
G3TXF
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330
351
201
137
311
349
299
352
268
332
296
340
236
345
256
160
335
248
349
212
220
334
333
182
144
324
264
219
200
316
140
310
331
215
314
165
332
241
283
327
205
162
265
183
227
144
212
257
331
206
317
298
259
261
326

CW

RTTY

160M
80M

40M

10M

G3XTT
G4NXG
G4OWT
G4PTJ
G4VXT
G5LP
GM3EDZ
GM4FDM
GWOANA
GOEHO
G3KWK
G3KYF
G3LCS
G3NOH
G3PMR
G3PSM
G3RTE
G3RVM
G3TXF
G3VXJ
G3XTT
G4EDG
G4ELZ
G4OBK
G5LP
GMOAXY
GM3PPE
GM3YTS
GU3MBS
G3XTT
G4BWP
G5LP
GOARF
GM3ITN
G3SDL
G3XTT
G4BWP
G3KWK
G3XTT
G4BWP
G5LP
G3KWK
G3XTT
G4BWP
G5LP
GM3ITN
GM3YTS
G3XTT
G3YBT
G5LP
GWOANA

332
323
245
329
225
145
189
261
258
225
159
314
261
267
286
205
332
236
333
291
326
334
332
307
276
270
309
331
256
171
278
201
301
265
114
220
203
126
264
291
169
153
307
325
250
318
228
302
140
142
151

years now and I never could hear Spratly let
alone work them. I need it for DXCC. I
have Bhutan and Auckland to get now to
have them all. 73 and thanks to all the gang
from me. You all did a wonderful job. John
W4PB.

the expedition when you seemed to be
lonely, made a number of other q's just because you were there, hi. The operation was
excellent: strong signals and snappy operators. 73, Andy, AE6Y
...Great operation, and appreciate the rapid
updating of the web site. You guys done
good, as they (unfortunately) say in TX Derek AA5BT, G3NMX

...I did work you on 2 bands and 2
modes...what a fantastic operation!!! CDXC
has set a new standard for DXpeditions!!
You were tough to work here in New England, but the quality of your operators and
their consideration for those of us on difficult paths made it happen...many, many
thanks. Bill, K1CN

...I found all the operators to be first class
and all the pile ups I heard were being handled very well. I worked you on 40m cw
one early morning here and then sat there
mad because I did it with the whole 100w.
So I waited a few minutes and the pile up
never did get too bad so I cut the power
down to 5w and made another QSO. I
signed /QRP that time just to let the operator
know that I wasn't just working him again
to be a hog!! Please pass along my congratulations to all involved with such a nice
operation. You might also like to know that
the guys on the QRP mail list, QRP-L, had
nothing but nice things to say about the way
the operations were done! And believe me,
not all DXpeditions get that treatment! 73,
Ron KU7Y

...Congratulations on a great effort from
Spratly. Your efforts and persistence on
160m were very commendable. I feel very
happy to be associated with such a professional and successful DXpedition. Your pre
publicity on the Internet and information
during and after the operation was first
class. The log check was very good indeed
with daily updates. I was fortunate enough
to work the DXpedition on all bands except
6m. Yes the CDXC and all associated with
DXpedition can be well proud of their very
fine effort. 73s Austin VK5W0

...I want to tell you from my place here in
Texas that 9MOC was a GREAT
FANTASTIC TERRIFIC and WONDERFUL effort. In case you didn't get it, I loved
it!! Operators were great, signals were great,
and results were great. I managed to get
9MOC every place I wanted them except for
10 SSB and we just never had conditions. I
think you guys did a better job of responding to the input of the guys looking for 9M0
than any previous trip. Input seemed to flow
from the "wanting" to the "providers" and
your responses to our requests were amazing. Several of the guys here have been
talking about how successful the trip was
from our side.... Bryan W5KFT

...Just wanted to say thanks for a great operation. Was able to work you on several
bands, and even QRP on a couple. Very
well done!!! Paul VE7CQK
...On behalf of all the SWL List members, I
would like to thank you all for everything. It
was great having news everyday on the
DXpedition given by Bob BRS32525.
Thanks also, for giving Bob BRS32525, the
possibility to deal with the SWL cards.
That's simply wonderful. Vy 73. Tim Kyle
F-16954. SWL List Maintainer.
...A really excellent expedition, with exemplary operating standards and genuine concern for the "little guns". Thanks for a new
one on 3 bands, guys! 73 de G3NYY

...Just wanted to take a minute and pass
along accolades for a job well done from
NCDXF. We were proud to be along with
you at least in spirit. As a side note the 160

...I was delighted to get you on 10 for a new
band-country, and then towards the end of
19

effort was superb. A lot of lost sleep at both
ends but we could go back to bed... Hi...
Hearing 9M come back to me was rivalled
only by XZIN. Thanks again. Bruce
W6OSP

reached you from 12-80 m without long
times of calling. Also on 160 m you had a
real 559 on some kind of amorph sloper in
my garden, but I didn't dare to call as even
the big guns had problems to win against
your seemingly huge QRM. Unfortunately, I
had to leave when you were on 10 m, where
I still need Spratly, hi. Thanks for this vfb
DXpedition! Mike DKSMV

...In spite of lack of time and my poor station it was an easy shot! With my 100 w and
a simple multi-band vertical DX-88 I

9MOC
Corporate Amateur (10)
AEA Timewave
CQ Ham Radio Magazine
Cushcraft Antennas
Dunestar
Gladiator Verticals
Martin Lynch and Son
Nevada Communications
Radio Active Publications
The 59(9) DX Report
Yaesu

—

THE SPONSORS
NCDXF
Northern Ohio DX Association
OK DX Foundation (Czech Republic)
Oklahoma DX Association
RSGB Expedition Fund
SE Michigan DX Association
Stockport Radio Society, UK
Virginia DX Century Club
Individuals (15)
GOWAZ
G2FNK
G3JNB
G3OFW
G3PEM
G3PMR
G4JMB
G4VJM/M

Corporate Non-Amateur (6)
Camel
Layang Layang Resort
Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board
NCT Forwarding & Shipping Sdn. Bhd.
Sabah Boys' Brigade
Sabah Tourism Promotion Corporation

GW4VEQ
JH1AJT
JH1UUT
K4QD
NI6T
VK5WO
XE I CI

Team Members on Pulau Layang Layang
(13)

DX Associations, Clubs & Foundations
(23)

9H1EL Jeff
G3WGV John
9M6SU Donald G3XTT Don
GOOPB Tony
G4DQW John
G3NOM Ray
G4JVG Steve
G3NUG Neville JAIRJU Kazu
G3OZF Don K5VT Vince
G3SED Mike

Arkansas DX Association
Battle Creek DX Group
CDXC, The UK DX Foundation
Central Arizona DX Association
Clipperton DX Club
Danish DX Group
Dateline DX Association
Eastern Arizona DX Club
Eastern Iowa DX Association
EuDXF
German DX Foundation
GACW Argentina
GM DX Group
INDEXA
LA-DX-Group

Team Members off site (7)
BRS32525 Bob - SWL QSL Manager
G3SWH Phil - QSL Manager
G3ZAY Martin - Chief Pilot, EU Pilot and
Web Master
G4PDQ John - EU PacketCluster Server
G4ZFE Richard - EU QSO Server
JP I NWZ Yoichi - JA Pilot
N1DG Don - NA Pilot and NA QSO Server
20

DX freq's on 20, 17, 15, 12, 10M. He has
plan's to be QRV also on 50 MHz. From 16
May to 30 May he will be QRV as
TK/PA3G10/M from Corse EU-014 and he
hopes to be QRV as TKRA3G10/P from
Lavezzi Island EU-164.

POSTBAG
From: Nigel Ludlow, G4VJM/M

Many thanks for the excellent 9MOC operation - worked on 2 bands SSB from /Mobile.
Only QRV from 19th Feb I had a couple of
rough days, but made it on 20 & 15m SSB
Sunday 22nd. 17m just escaped me on 19th.
How did the other CDXC Mobilers managed? Alan G4NXG/M (not in need of
Spratly) worked them on 20 & 40SSB.

SUMMER SOCIAL AND AGM
Thanks to the kind offer by
Bob, G3PJT and his XYL
Rosemary, the 1998 Summer
Social and AGM will this year
be held at their QTH at
Comberton, near Cambridge,
on Saturday July 4th.

All the best to the team, excellent job. Any
room on the next trip for a /M Station?

CT3/PA3GIOIM
CDXC Member Bert,PA3GIO will be QRV
26 March-2 April from Madeira AF-014 as
CT3/PA3GIO/M. In 1996 he made 2053
QSO's in 32 hours in 1 week from CT3.(In
1997 2930 QSO's in 1 week from SV9).
Look out for him around the usual IOTA or

Please put in your diary
NOW! Full details will be
published in the May Newsletter.

WELCOME!
The following DXers have recently joined CDXC or renewed their membership
G3FPQ
370
David Courtier-Dutton
Farnham
G3RCU
150+
Chris Jones
Christchurch
G3RUV
351
Adrian James
Exeter
G3XRJ
140
John Chappell
Penzance
G4VPM
250+
Andy Stafford
Basingstoke
GMOLYM
145
Alex Donaldson
East Kilbride
MOBLA/W3WL 100+
Wes Lamboley
Herts
Numbers indicate countries worked)

CDXC HONOR ROLL CHASER TABLE
CALL

UPDATED

CW*
Current

G3NOF
_
GOWAZ
NN2C
GM4UZY
G4OBK
G3NKC
G4NXG/M
G3LHJ
G4XRX
GM3PPE
G4AHJ
G3PMR
__GOKJW/M

Oct-97
Oct-97
Jun-97
Feb-98
Sep-97
Oct-97
Oct-97
Feb-98
Jun-97
Oct-97
Mar-98
Feb-98

S

SSB
Total

117

304
294

308
297

299

304

303
55
286

309
56
290

97

25

Current
328
320

Total
364
324

323
296
281
318

328
301
284
323

300
256
261

305
260
265

MIXED
Current
Total
328
364
324
328
324
324
323
328
319
324
319
322
318
323
342
315
311
315
308
314
300
305
295
299
265
261

9MDC - Unloading the crates.

9MOC - Excess baggage!

9M6H1L - The tower at Hillview Gardens.

9M(IC - Piilau Layang Layang
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9MOC - Antenna farm at dusk.

9MOC - Celebrations at 60,000 Qs. Left to right.
John G3WGV, Jeff 9H1EL, Don G3XTT, John G4DQW/N2QW,
Tony GOOPB, Steve G4JVG, Don G3OZF, Ray 9M20M/G3NOM,
Neville G3NUG, Mike G3SED, Donald 9M6SU, Kazu JA1RJU
(Vince K5'VT had to leave early)

9MOC - All 85 feet of the
Titanex antenna.

9MOC - Cushcraft 20m.
beam at 40 feet

"""
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